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To stinrulate greater motivation and appreciation
in art by means of trips to museums, art galleries,
public buildings, churches, parks, and other places
containing objects of art interest.
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OUR PROBLEM IN ART APPRECIATION
in this chapter we are not going to speak of v/hat has
been done along the lines of art in our schools, but why and
through what means we could improve what is already being done.
Art is a subject which is steadily improving in the cur-
riculum! of many schools. The more we have truly, broadly
trained art educators, the greater the effect their teaching
is going to have upon our home and community life. The aim to
bring out here is that we need to develop a social conscious-
ness of art in our pupils. Art has often failed previously be-
cause it was not adapted to the everyday needs of all the peo-
ple, but only to the few. ^.hat v/e need to develop is a nation-
al consciousness in art.
Art raises the standards of living; it promotes higher
ideals for citizenship, and develops finer aims for social
progress and national attainment. No nation has ever become
great through the neglect of art. America is just av/akening
to the immense value of art in its national life, and it is
\ip to the schools to fu.rther this idea for the greatest pos-
sible understanding, appreciation and development of our peoplo
This may be attained by constructing a unified program
of art education, emphacizing the human qualities of art.
It will be a difficult task, but if teachers and educators
throughout the entire country |
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2work topether in developing a broad and far-reaching outlook
upon their work, carefully investigating and building up the
curriculum with this aim in view, we would come much closer
to the goal. T'his would mean eliminating the petty ideas
which involve extreme waste of time and natience of both teach
er and punil on methods and orojects v>'hich v/ill be forgotten
soon after the fad for them is over. Teachers and supervisors
of art must develop a scientific as v/ell as a philosophical
attitude in considering problems confronting the future of
this subject in the public schools. They must carefully inves-
tigate all that is going on, evaluate it in the foregoing
terms, and set up more efficient and definite measures to ac-
com.plish their ideals.
'^he m-odern course in art education should include first,
that of a general art type, for the majority of pupils; and
second, the special art courses for those with special abili-
ty. ^his field should be further into three m.ajor objectives;
1. Social objectives, 2. Economic objectives, 3. Leisure time
objectives. Art experiences in the school cannot be all intel-
lectual and visual; not all talking, seeing, and thinking.
There m-ust be doing as well, practical oerformance enriches
appreciation and develops physical responses which broaden
understanding and aporeciation of art in many ways. However,
V/hitford, W. G. ’An Introduction ^o Art Education,' Appleton
& Co. N.Y. 1929 P.

art experiences cannot be all physical or motor. i3uch activi-
ties should require both kinds of experiences, emphasing at
times appreciation, at others, nerformance. In order to estab-
lish a real educational background for the Tna.i’ority of pupils,
performance should be purnosely olanned to enrich experience
and be suprilemented with mental training, art thinking, art
enjoyment, and art appreciation. Extreme measures should be
avoided. By actual working out of problems of the arts, crafts
etc.; the child's whole mind will be sympathy with the sub-
ject. He will have learned of the actual limitations, restric-
tions, and problems of the artist, and therefore gain a real
appreciation and permanent interest.
In order to find the art needs in American life, care-
ful survey of the reauirements of art in the home, in the
community, industry, and in life in general, is needed. It is
then necessary to determine how these reouirements can be
met by art training in the public schools. These art courses
should aid our people In discovering and conserving art talent
so directing it that it will be of value to the whole nation.
Art in industry: There is a greater and greater demand
for more skilled designers in America. Better commercial de-
sign in all our industrial products would aid our manufactur-
ers in successfully competing with those of other countries.
The fact that many countries in Europe, though struggling v/ith
Pedro J. Lemos 'Let Us Make It Art Appreciation and Not art
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their deplorable finantial conditions, still consider this
fact proves the faith they have in art as a national requisite
Paris has for many years set the standard in fashion; England
and Germany in China; the Orient in silks, rugs, and tapes trie
and so on. What we need is an American style of design to
give our products some distinction. Not that we should disre-
gard valuable art of other countries, but that we should not
make cheap and inconsistent imitations of them. ¥e need, an
American characteristic, reflecting iunerican ideals, life, en-
vironment, and traditions. If the schools make use of the
great am.ount of American motives as a basis for problems and
exercises, they will contribute much tow^ard bettering indus-
trial art. Knowledge of industrial art will develop discrim.!-
nating taste, the ability to make wise purchases, and happi-
ness in our surroundings.
Art for Culture: Appreciation of the P'ine Arts.
Many neonle wish to know the fine arts for purely cultural
reasons. This includes knovdedge of the arts, the biographies
of individual artists, knowledge of the times, conditions,
and the spirit that brought them about. Also, it includes the
history J:*nd evolution of the arts of periods. These have a
cultural value, and help in anpreciating the arts.
For Social, Civic, and. Domestic Furroses. There is
need in the Am.erican public for good taste and appreciation
of the everyday things in life. Through knowledge of art prin-
cinles the people will gain an increasing amount of, and ca-
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Dacity for, enjoyment. These will manifest themselves in bet-
ter dress, homes, and. communities. The demand for better pro-
ducts will stimulate trade to prod.uce them, therefore both
.will w'ork together in raising artistic standards. There will
be a sense of pride and satisfaction in meeting high social
standards, -.n awakened resnect for the needs and values of
art in the life of the tovm, city, and. community is develop-
ing more and more. We must remember that, the children of to-
day will be the real ’doers' of tomorrow. They v;ill build of-
fice buildings, churches, schools, and cities of everlasting
beauty, or of ugliness doomed to early destruction.
The mu.seums and art galleries play a very important part
in raising standards in the fine and industrial arts by pre-
servinp; to the world the works of beauty of all the ages.
Children and adults both should use them for the joy and sat-
isfaction received. Special museums wrhich are springins; up
for the use of children exclusively, are very valuable and.
meet children' s needs and interests in a delightful way.
For bse of Leisure Time. Many phases of drawing, sketch-
ing, and painting are enjoyed purely as a recreation or hob-
by. We think it is necessary to shov/ pupils the possibilities
of using art in their spare time, as a purely pleasureable
sideline which is a stimulating, diverting, wholesome v/ay of
relieving the strain and vrorry of the work day. The 'Business
Men's Art Club' is a good example of th:s.
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6OU'l^SLANDING PROPLSMS OF TilDUCA^niON;
1. Securing better recognition in all sections of the coun-
try
.
2. Securing better apportionment of the time element.
3. Securing an increasing proportion of art credits,
both for high school and college entrance.
4. Better organized effort, cooperation, and publicity.
5. A better and more definite standard for art education
through the country.
There should be a specialist in art education in every
state in the union for the purpose of directing the v>'ork.
Effective publicity and understanding of art is needed
to reach the backv/ard sections of the country, if we are to
reach our goal of national progress. The larger cities and
progressive parts of the nation have now established uniform
essentials of art education, aims, and meansT^' would enable ed-
K
ucators to center their interests on finding the proper place
of art in the school system.
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
Knowledge of the best arts of other nations is essential
to develop the full unders tandting and power of the student,
as well as knowledge of what our own country is contrubuting.
It will help to produce a truer American art, not by copying
of works in these countries, but by knowledge and apprecia-
1. ''hitford, t Intriduction to Art Education*, p.275
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tion of v/hat they have p^iven us.
One way of accoranli shing this ideal is hy means of giv-
ing to the students the advantages of seeing and visiting
for themselves, oh.iects of beauty created by the best srtists
or craftsmen of any country. It would mean the establishment
of organized field trips and supplementary study by means of
museums, industries, art galleries, arts and crafts, and other
sources, trips should be made to supnlement the courses
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CHAPTER
SCHOOL AND filTJSEUM COORDINATION
DEVELOPMENT
Sixty years ago, im^seums were hardly known in this coun-
1 .
try. As a matter of fact Miller tells us that the exact num-
her was hut three. This, at the present time, seems incredi-
ble to us, who nov/ have museums so easily accessible that
most of the population are within reach one in a half day’
s
travel.
In earlier times the first museum was probably just a
place to house a collection. Prehistoric man is knovm to have
saved anim.al tusks, shells, and pretty stones. The ornaments
worn by the African savage or the American Indian exemplifies
this tendency to collect objects of all kinds.
"During the early civilizations, articles of v«rorth and
beauty were held by private owners, the temple ^or the church.
Seventeenth century England, thought of a museum as a place
to guard and preserve valuables. During the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, another duty was added to the museum,
that of exhibiting the objects to their best advantage.lt was
not until the later years of the nineteenth century that mu-
seums undertook a third duty, that of interpreting their col-
lections. They found that something more than an attractive
presentation v/as needed. The mind's eye had to be sharpened
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9in order to really see and -understand. It was then that the
museum hecame an educational instution v/ith increased resnon-
1 .
sibilities and enlarged opnortuni ties .
"
There then was formed two viewpoints on the function
of the museum!. One believed in the use of a museum, as an ed-
ucational instition, where the teacher or^ curator helped
the children by explaining the collections. The students then
were required to write an essay based on his observations.
The second vie-wpoint, established abouit 1913, was that the
sole purpose of the museum visit should be for enjoyment.
Learning, if any, would be incidental and need not be nlanned
2 .
'
for. Thinkers who hold the former viewpoint ,see in the mu-
seum almost limitless possibilities for learning. They know
that nrogressive education places great Importance unon the
child’s contacts with reality, and insist that learning
com.es only from, vivid first-hand experience. They see that
museum, collections hold nearly all of the material survivals
of past civilizations, 'thought and religion, daily life and
m.anners -- all that is or was significant, are m.irrored again
and again in the art and everyday objects of other times.
Study has shovmi that more and more schoolm.en and museum work-
ers are coming to hold this point of view, and m.any forward-
looking institutions are beginning to develop programs of
v/ork based upon it.
1. Miller, M.E. "Muse-um.s and the Schools", p. 587
2. Ibid, p.388
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In many cities, such as New York, Boston, C level and,
'
ief,
Detroit, and Philadelphia, the large museums are carrying on
highly diversified programs, planned to meet a great variety
of needs. Work v/ith the public schools takes a preeminent
place among them. The museums are doing as much as they can
to offer help and instruction through various sources, "^his
is done in one way by assisting teachers in preparing courses
of study to be used in connection with the museum collections.
B'requently classrooms are provided which are equipped with
stereopticon lanterns. These room.s are ttirned over to the pub-
lic school teachers who may be supplied with lantern slides,
books, photographs, and collections of objects, if desired,
for \ise with their classes. In many cases (as in Boston) the
museum, v/ill supply an instructor from its staff to give illus-
tratad talks upon various topics of art to visiting pupils
from, public or private schools. Members of the staff are also
sent to schools to give illustrated lectures vh_en desired.
Museum material for distribution includes not only slides,
but mounted photographs, post cards, charts, facsimilies of
prints, electrotype reproductions, mounted examples of textiles
and laces, duplicate casts, special exhibitions of paintings
and so on. Recentl7r, motion picture films of great educational
value been prepared by museums and made available for distri-
bution to schools and. communities at a nominal rental fee. The
schools are seeing more and more the great value of museums
1 n'K
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as a stiimilus to-'^ard better learning and wider concepts. Con-
sequently, they are willing to cooperate v/i th the miiisemns in
many v/ays. The teacher of art sees a great source open to her
and her students.
It is a well recognized fact that few children are capa-
ble of developing a high degree of technique in art. ^his is
the privilege of the those who may eventually enter art voca-
tions; but all children should, be able to appreciate and en-
joy that which the fev/ can do. Here is v/here the museum can do
its greatest good and it is to this end that educators are
now steering their art courses for the majority of their stu-
dents.
One of the chief functions of the art museum is the
teaching of art appreciation through visual education. T'his
kind of instruction can easily be accomplished by making di-
rect use of the excellent collection of art material con-
tained in the museum. In art education the most satisfactory
result and the most lasting impressions are to be obtained
through study of original objects of fine quality. In this
sense, the museum is restricted quite generally to its own
particular locality. However, the m-edium of the lantern slide,
photograph, the print and the traveling loan exhibtion, per-
mits the museum to extend its activities of visual instruction
throghout a very wide territory, and to a great multitude of
peoole.
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are content with their results so far. The museum, on the one
hand, is planning and offering services which too often nave
little or no connection with school needs. The school, on the
other hand, is attempting to develop nev/ methods and a new cur-
riculum independently of some of its richest sources, hany
times only the expert can possibly reveal the source of treas-
ures that might enrich a unit of v/ork, a project, or otner
study begun by the students.
I
"The museun can serve the school public bj' providirio
such a high standard of beauty in original works of art, as are
analogue to the standaras of literature. It is for the school
to provide the practice; it is for the art gallery to provide
1 .
a fund of visual memories."
Of all who go to the museum, the children are the most
receptive. If they like a thing, and have been encouraged to
recognize their omi feelings and talk about them, they are
very frank and have great confidence in their decisions. Older
people are troubled too much by being too afraid to give an o-
pinion, for fear it will not be what is desired by somebody
else. Bostrom has cited an interesting experience upon taking
2 .
a group of art students to the museum:
"it is worth while watching a boy' s concentrated atten-
tion on a piece of old stained glass, once ne is led really to
examine it. He will discuss its design, its materials, and
even the way in which its peculiar conventions resemble those
say of a fresco of the same period. He shov/a a great deal of
the same kind of capacity for taking it in that an intelli-
1. Howard, R."Art IJIuseum and Its Relation to School." p.954
2. Bulletin, Worcester Alt ..'lueeum. pp . 41 - 42
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gent adult does. It is easy to see that his avenues of under-
standing are pretty much the same as those of a grown-up, even
though his experience is less Taking a crowd ti see
armor or ’’tin men" is a good example of the change in the
group's attitude. At first assertive, and later modest, as its
interest is aroused. Inquiry and attention, and finally frank
fascination as the discovery of the logic and beauty of the
armor develops. Uasque^^ breastplate, and swordhilt are seen in
terms of function; of construction, of embellishm.ent. Here the
way is paved for approaching the subtler applications of the
same principles in a Greek vase or an Italian painting."
Naturally, not all children are interested in the con-
tents of the museum.. But, what about adults? It is one of the
teacher's duties to make her course so very interesting that
the children will find, perhaps, some one thing which v/ill cal]
their attention and interest them; or through earnest effort
in drav/ing, derive great interest and influence their thoughts
or feelings in some way to the appreciation of it. Once a stu-
dent has been captivated, and he is v/ithin reach of the muse-
um, he will come back several times to look a^t it again, and
perhaps, add some other items of interest at the same time.
This habit we v/ant to establish in the students.
rffiTHODS EMPLOYED
There have been miany ways of introducing students to
the TTTu.seum study. No prescribed method seems to have been es-
tablished by school teachers so far. This study is still
quite nev; to the majority of them., and they naturally need to I
try oiit different methods to see v/hich suits the pupils, the
museum., and themselves, the best. Dillaway suggests that-
"Probably the maximum amount of bebefit is derived when
the children go to the museum with a definite object in mind,
e.g., to search for some manisfes tation or order that they
have been studying in school and which they desire to sketch.
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having the cnildren compare similar objects which virill resait
in the children mailing a choice of the one the^/ like oest." '
It might be a bit disastrous to try to give too much
direction at first to young people, it seems that if one took
a class through the rooms of the museum, carefullj pointing
out the best things and explaining why tney should be admired
and why they are best, one might readily produce the result
that a great many teachers of literature produce,- the result
of making the pupils hate those particular thint,s forever.
Take the children to the museura. Let them roaa a liitle. See
v/hat they like, if they really like anything, find out why.
Then, it seems that if you can find out why any child or young
person has liked a particular work of art, you can begin to
point out the quality he has liked in other things, in better
form and in higher degree, and you can gradually produce a
very decided impression on the taste of the student.^*
How are we to obtain tnelr interest?
In the first place it takes some time for a mmnd, no
matter how mature, to adjust itself to the museum atmosphere
so that it can concentrate on the things with v/hich it is con-
cerned, and disregard the other objects, no matter now actrac-
tive they may be. Second, Inhere should be a comoaratively
small group to handle, perhaps about fifteen at the most. If
there are more than that, one cannot hold the attention of the
group, and tne benefit of the trip is lost. Personal contact
1. Dillaway, "The Cooperation of Museums of Art with txie
Public School."
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is extremely necessary.
I should like to see a more general use of the maseum
I
b;y the schools. Wot only trios at certain regular intervals
by class groups, but to see the students use it voluntarily rn
their spare time. Certain assignments can be i^^he-
pendent museum stydy, and this also will help tnem get better
acquainted with the museum and the beautiful objects within it.
As Howard points out, "...The museum cannot be used as a
daily laboratory for all schools, but it can be used as an oc-
casional laboratory for all schools, and a frequent one for
nearby schools."^*
RESULTS
If the museum visits are to prove of permanent value
to the majority of students, there must be a certainty of in-
spiration, and of such relation to the work in the school
that the pleasure of the visit may be built into the child’
s
thinking, reiated to his daily experiences, not to be forgot-
)
ten when the study is over.
"The most important result of their contact with ob-
jects in the museuim is in the habits of mind and the attitudes
which ensue; in the ability to derive pleasure from quiet
things which generations have learned to call beautiful....
There seems to be no real reason why, in a few years,
such pupils should not have a more sound, better-based, and
1. "Art Museum and Its Relation to the School." p.954
2. Bostrom,ii. "The Children's Exhibition." p.45
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more cultivated taste in the fine arts than most of the mem-
bers of our highly educated classes. The result should be con-
tinued love and appreciation of the beautiful throughout life.
USE OF FIELD TRIPS
IN AND AROUND BOSTON

















This diagram shows to v/hat extent Field Trips in Art
are used in the public schools in and around Boston.
Cambridge, Needham, and Boston allow their art teach-
ers to take classes to places which the instructors think would
be of benefit to the children in their work. Time generally is
not allowed for these trips in the school nrogram, and there-
fore few of them are taken. Another barrier to the trips is the
lack of transportation facilities.
Brookline requires field trips to be taken if the stu-
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dents have chosen the Art Appreciation course. Trips are taken
once a week during the year, providing bad v/eather does not
prevent them. Excellent work is being done there.
Nev/ton, Quincy, and Milton v;ere found not to use the
at all.
fi:
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field trips in art in greater BOSTON
SJGOESTED PROCEDURE FOR USE OF wlAiERliiL
A. 1. General discasslon of the subject before taking the
field trip. The basic idea, character and beauty of expres-
sion, appropriateness of materials, decorative treatment,
laws of order, tools and processes.
2. Recognition of art of the past, and its development.
3. Comparisons of modern expression.
4. Appreciation of art,
Vl;hy the study of fine works of art v/ill stimulate a
love for the beautiful in nature and art.
B. OUTSIDE research
1. Creative expression should be encouraged durin^^ and
after field trips. Suggested work may be as follov/s;
a. Sketches - Creative design
b. Compositions - Writings
c. Books and magazine articles for reference.
G. OUTCOMES
1. Direct Outcomes
Knowledge of the skill of the people of the past;-
their contributions to the present day.
2. Indirect Outcomes
Appreciation of the art of mankind and love of beauty
Desire for further visits.
Ii:
I
D. iilNTS TO TEACHERS
1. Tile teacher must have proper prepai'atiori before
undertailing a visit. She must see that her students are pre-
pared, also.
2. Definite ohjectives must he constantly held in mind
in order that the trip will not degenerate into a mere va-
cation trip.
§. Sufficient follow-uo is essential, for it is then
that teachers and students can talk things over, and fix
points definitely in mind.
4. A teacher will find that stimulating interest for the
trips in various ways ivill help a great deal when she ac-
tually takes a group.
5. If she is, herself, more than enthusiastic aoout tne
trip, and presents the material in an interesting way, it
cannot help but be reflected in tne students.
b. Above all, the teacher must see that the students en-
joy the trip. Little or no benefit will be derived, if in
any v/ay the student is indifferent or dislikes the idea.
7. Bemember that the students are "StTfected first, by the
building itself, second, by the guide, and third, by the
collection. It is no easy job to control the many responses
of pupils to tnese things, but the alert teacner will be
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A. Five possible Field Trips;
1. Boston Museum of Fine Arts
2. Bunker Hill Monument
3. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
4. Semitic Museum, Harvard College
5. Granary Burial Ground - Gate
B. l. Boston Museum of Fine Arts
A. Egyptian Rooms - (See accompanying plans)
Important features to Be noted:
( a) Egyptian Sculpture
,1. Predynastic - Room E 10. case 10
a. Flint inplement s ir and jewelry. Stone carving.
b. Various steps used in chiseling a statue.
2. Old Kingdom - Room E 1
a. Large statues of Egyptian Kings and iq^ueens.
b. Alabaster statue of Mycerinus.
c. Slate group: Mycerinus and his .^ueen. (Most
beautiful example in Museum, and with one exception, best in
the world. Note traces of color about the features in tnese
statues. Perfect modeling and impersonation.
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3. Old Kingdom - i‘-?oora E 2
a. Small statues and statuettes from the tomb of
Gizeh. General inspection.
4. Middle and New Kingdoms - Room E 2
a. Sculptures and reliefs. General survey.
(la)' Mummy Cases - loom E 14, left
1.
Construction and colored decorations.
a. Have pupils recognize the outstanding symools,
such as? the scarab, sun, wings, and writing ( hierOt=,lyphics j .
Discuss tne significance of these with the students
(c) Costume - Rooms E 1 - 5; E 11 and 14
1. AS seen in sculpture, painting, reliefs, and jewel-
ry in these rooms.
2. Study types used by men and women.
a. Main clothing
b. Jewelry - collars, necklaces, rings, and brace-
lets, best seen in E 5,7,10,13, and 14.
3. Hairdressing, nair ornaments, and xiead-gear.
4. Foot wear - sandals.
(d) Architecture - Rooms E 3 and E 1
1. Mast aba Gallei-y - E 3
a. Center: v/alls of mastaba tombs with painted re-
liefs. Illustration of daily life of ancient Egyptians.
b. ..'ote Lintel and Plinth construction of doorway.




a. Saine type construction; sraall size.
3. Columns E 3
a. Papyrus column, closed or dud type.
b. Palm tree column, open or flower type.
1. Compare the tv/o
.
2. Notice grace of form and chiseled inscrip-
tions on the latter.
3. Notice conventional design represented.
(e) Pottery - E 10, 13, and 14
1. Predynastic - E 10
a. Decorated pottery and dishes, cases 4,5, & b.
b. Polished stone vessels, cases 2 & 3. Notice a-
bility and skill of primitive man in making tnese objects.
2. hiddle and New Kingdoms - E 13
a. Pottery, plain. Notice advanced skill handling
materials ans designs of vessels. Cases 1,2,& 3.
3. I.ater Egyptian pottery and stone vessels - E 14
a. Uses of these objects: during life and after
death.
b. Beautiful shapes, stone, and finisn.
c. Note advanced skill in handling materials.
(f) Carved Hieroglyphics - Egyptian Writing - E 1,11,13
1. False door E 1
2. anthropoid Sarcophagus and slate statue behind it
•
Exceptionally plain r,iarkings.
3. Rosetta Stone, a plaster cast. E 11, corridor.
a. Copy of the stone which gave us the key to
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the Egyptian alphaPet. Written in two forms of Egyptian hier-
oglypnics, and in Ereek.
B.2. Bunker Hill jvlonuinent - Exterior
A. An obelisk
(a) is patterned after style of Egyptian obelisks.
Example; Cleopatra's Needle, New York City.
It is 221 feet high, with a winding stairway of
294 steps • aemission, 25 cents.
B.5. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
Important features to De noted:
(a) Egyptian Head - Room III, left corner, floor I.
1. Note fine carving and type of red stone.
2. ninen head-dress worn at this period.
B.4. Semitic Museum, Harvard College
A. Babylonian and Assyrian Art - Floor II
(a) Bar-reliefs (reproductions) very large.
1. If studied, note design qualities of tnese ^^reat
works, -in clothes, jev/elry, hair, v/ings.
2. nack of perspective knov/ledge shov.TL.
B. Persian Art - Palestinian Room, floor 111.
( a) Armor
(b) Metal Crafts - rear cases
1. Beautiful designs and all-over patterns in brass.
(c) Lighting fixtures
( d) Colored tile Warriors - right, rear.
C. Semitic art - Palestinian Room
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(a) Costumes, Syrian. Note Materials used.
Cb) Pottery - case by door.
1. Modern and antique.
(c) Mosque reproductions - Jerusalem City
D. Egyptian Art - Palestinian Room, rear ri^^t
(a) Cast of a sarcophagus, v/ith modeled head and hi-
eroglyphics.
( b ) Mummy Cases
1. Examine designs used on them.
2. Vi/hy were certain symbols used?
3.5. Granary Burial Ground Gate
A. An excellent example of Egyptian architecture. The
lintel aind plinth.
(a) How it received its name; because of its nearness
to the old grain house on the Cormnon in Colonial days.

II. CHINESE ART
A. Three possible Field Trips:
1. Museum of Fine Arts
2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
o. Gardner Museum (Isabella Stuart)
B. l. Museum of Fine Arts:
A. Chinese Rooms - A 8-12, A 22-24,25, & 35
Important features to be noted:
(a) Chinese Textiles - A 33
(b) Chinese Embroideries
1.
Beautiful patterns and shading of colors. Note
design elements.
(c) Pottery - A 23
1. Its development from the second century 3.C. to
the eigliteenth century A.D.
2. Note change of design, color, and shape.
(d) Painting A 9 - 11
1. Earliest - A 11
2. Middle Ages - A 10. Note development and design
a. See "The Arhan Darbha Malli-Putra Ascending
to the Sky in Contemplation of Water and Fire"- 12th century.
b. "Bamboo in the Wind"- Wu Chen, 13th century.
3. IBth century - A 9. Design, color, symbolism.
4. Outstanding characteristics: nature, and sim-
ple life represented.
(e) Chinese Lacquer, red - A 10
.
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1. Carved in higii relief.
(f) Sculpture - A 8
1. Stone; The Bodhisattva Maitreya, 5th century.
2. Stone; Padiiapani, early 7th century.
a. Note grace and charm, of figure.
b. Note artistic choice and manipulation of de
tails. Compare with number 1.
5. Wood; Bodiiisattva Avalokitesvara, 12th century.
a. Note serene and understanding features.
b. He is regarded as the source of divine mer-
cy and protection. Do you feel this?
c. Notice throughout, the better understanding
of form and anatomy.
(g) Chinese Porcelain - A 22
1. Noted throughout the world; unequalled quality
clear, transparent beauty.
(h) Jewelry and Jade - A 33
B.2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
A. Room VI - floor I
Important featares to be noted;
( a) Pottery - case
1. Note type of clay; compare with other kinds.
2. Note ability of the Chinese in designing
shapes and patterns as compared|to some others studied or ob-
served.
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1. Note design elements.
(c) Fresco Painting - room VI, also left wall of
court
.
l.Only Chinese frescos exhibited in Boston.
2. Gall attention to method of applying paint to
plaster. Note also color and grace of design.
(d) Bronze animals
(e) Buddha Temple - case 2. Gold plated
(f) Bronze mirrors
B.3. Gardner Museum
( a) Bronze Bears - Han Dynasty - Room of Early Ital-
ian Paintings, glass case.
(b) Bronze Beaker - Han Dynasty - On table, Dut6h .
room.
(c) Wooden Bodhisattva - 11th century. Spanish Loggi
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A. Five possiljle Field Trips:
1. Museum of Fine Arts
2. Fog^ Museum, Harvard College
3. Gardner Museum
4. Yamanaka’ s Stores, Boylston St.
5. Franklin Park Bird House
B. l. Museum of Fine Arts:
A. Japanese Rooms A 13-21, 25-32
Important features to be noted:
(a) Painting A 17-20, 29-32
1. Early Buddliist, 11th to Ibth c. A 13-15
2. Painting, 13th to 19th c. a 17-20
a. Idealistic school; screens, a Tiger, 15th c.
b. Romantic school; nature, 15th c.
c. Koetsu school; "Waves at Matsushima", a 19
See lovely design in waves, sky, and rocks.
3. Other schools of painting, A 29-32
a. Ukiyo-e school, A 29-30
Screens: gold backgrounds, A 29; tinted, A 30.
Good costume study. Note "Ladies Amusing
Themselves in a Summer Villa".
b. Kyoto scnool, A 31-32
Very beautiful panels, some soft and some
lively in color. Designs: flowers, animals,
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4. Beautiful line and color arran^^eiaent s
.
Nature and hotne life depicted wholly.
5. Discuss their design, color, and subject matter.
Why these are not realistic as we paint today.
Their outlook on life.
(h) Japanese Prints, A 27-28
1. Study them also as to color, design, etc.
Discuss the laws of order seen. Decorative
treatment
.





3. Costume, real. A 25,17th & 19th c. Also A 33.
a. Various kinds; men, women, and soldier's.
b. Materials; note silk: its weave, color,
embellishment by embroidery, braid, paints,
brocade
.
(c) Pottery, The Morse Collection, a 34.




a. Animals and Plants
b. Natural scenery and oojects
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d. Tools and utensils
e. Crests and Symbol! stn
f. Associated objects
g. Brush strokes *
(d) Porcelain, A 21
1. 18th and 19th c.
2. Color, design, material used.
(e) Sculpture, A lb, A 26
1. 8th c. and. later, A 16
a. Wood: Statue "A Bodhisattva" 700-800 A.D.
b. Simplicity o.f design and detail.
2. 11th to 19th c.
a. Garden Court, A 26
b. Buddha statue, rear
c. Stone Lions, entrance; design of face and
body and fur, good.
(f) Textiles and Embroideries, A 33, and A 25
1. Color, design, material, and weave.
2. Kinds used in their dress.
B.2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
A. Rooms-First Floor, IV, V, and Naumhnrg room and Hall
Important features to be noted;
(a) Japanese block prints, room IV.
1. Beayty of design and color.
2. How they are made:
1. M.F.A. Catalogue of the Morse Collection of Japanese Pot-
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a. Metal plates, engraved, (in case) for
ing them.
b. Free brush coloring afterv/ards.
Naumburg Collection




c. Rich designs and colors.
3. Pottery:
a. Gorgeously colored vases and designs.





2. Costumes, silk and embroidered; case lb,





(a) Two Japanese Screens, in passage between the
Tapestry Room and the Dutch Room.
1. Nicely designed nature scenes.
(b) Screens, in passage betv;een Chapel and Gothic Room.
Yamanaka’ s Shops, Boylston St. Interior.
(a) Artistic v/indow displays. Call attention to trie
difference, or the likeness, of modern Japanese
productions compared v/ith articles already observed
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or studied in school.
(b) The toy and trinket counter. Notice the puzzles
and raimiature toys.
(c) lottery and China counters. Gall attention to one
type of design, both of contour and of applied de-
sign. Also the beautiful colors. See which attract
the students most, then lead them to other more
beautiful things with the same attraction.
(d) Jewelry; jade, crystal, and other stones.
1. Note settings and carvings.
(e) Hand decorated silks, painted and embroidered.
.1 . Notice nature patterns, beautifully shaded and
designed.
(f) Painted screens; decorative, useful.
(g) nacquer vases and boxes.
B.5. Franklin Park Bird House
A. Exterior
(a) Typical Japanese architecture.
1. Mansard roof with decorative, turned-up ends,
a. Symbolism of this. Explain.
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A. Six possible Field, Trips:
1. Museum of Pine Arts
2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
3. Second National Bank
4. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
5. Boston Public Library
b. Faneuil.Hall
B.l. Museuim of Fine Arts
A. Exterior
(a) View from front: General plan, follows that of Greek
architecture. Restful.
(b) Note proportions and Ionic columns.
(c) Compare v/ith knowledge received of the Parthenon,
Greece
.
(d) St atue- "Appeal to the Great Spirit", Cyrus Dallin.
Contemporary sculptor, noted for his Indian portrayal j.
(e) View from the rear. Ionic collonade.
B. Interior
(a) Greek Sculpture, Rooms C 2-5, C 7, and 15.
1. Archaic C 2
a. Minoan Snake-goddess, from Crete.
Ivory and gold. Vigorous and graceful.
2. 5th c. Room I, C 3.
a. Three-sided relief, .marble.
3. 4th c. B.C. C 5.
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a. Head of Aphrodite, niarhle. Expressive.
b. Head of Homer
c. Hermes
d. 4th c.G 7. Other pieces of sculpture.
4. Late G-reek, G 8.
a. bronze and terra cotta statuettes
5. Glassical Gasts- Greek, G 15
a. Aphrodite (Venus Genetrix) No. 545
b. Hermes with Infant Dionysus- Praxiteles, 51 d
c. Parthenon Frieze (north and south) on left and
right v/alls.
d. Athena, statue, 450
e. Diskobolos, 81a Myron
f. Nike, from Samothrace, 759
g. Dying Gaul, 554
h. Figures- W. Pediment of Temple of Aphaia,
(right wall).
|
i. Figures- E. Pediment of Parthenon, (floor)
Note: G,D,E,F,G,H, and K.
j. Garyatid- South Porch of Erechtneum- acropolis.
No. 747.
Greek Vases and Pottery
1. Pottery- Early development. Geometric designs,
painted on crudely made shapes. G 11
2. Study of most important types of vessels of
later Greek period. G 11 and 12, best.

a. The "Amphora” C 11 and 12, best.
b. Tne "Hydria" G 12 & 11
c. The "Crater" C 12
d. The "Cylix" G 12
e. The "Lecythos"C 12
3. Study of typical color and desi^^n of the vases.
Greek life predominant.
a. Attic Black Style: black vase with red desi^jns.
b. Red Style: red vase with black designs.
4. Note perfection of clay
5. Beauty of proportions
to. Beauty of shape
7. Beauty of Vase Paintings- realistic and otherwise,
(c) Model of the Acropolis, Athens, restored.
(Beyond Grypt, near secretary's room)
1. Have students tell names of various buildings
they know.
2. Their style and uses with help from instructor.
B.2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
2i. Rooms II & III, Firdt Floor
(a) Greek Vases, room III
1. Good examples of the five ynain types.
2. Archaic geometric, patterned pottery vessels with
brovm. painted design.
(b) Sculpture, Room II
1. Aphrodite- head
2. Other less important relics.
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B.3. Second National Bank
A. Exterior
(a) The Frieze, in Greek style.
(b) Note subjects. Are they appropriate to structure
and use of building?
B.4. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
A. Exterior
(a) Classic Style.
1 . Enter the central court, which opens on the rivei
front
.
2. Notice the simple well-proportioned Greek adap-
tation in the library and administration build-
ing, which you are facing.
3. Type of pillars; size.
4. Dome- gives light for library. Typical Roman;
Parthenon idea.
5. Stand on the sidewalk nearest the river to have
a good view, and distance to see the whole
building. Mote the size and proportion at>ain. it
looks much smaller than it actually is, because
of the perfect design."^’
"For a scale of comparison it may be said that the
Boston Public Librsiry might be placed within the great
central court, and have room for a wide city street a-
round it, between it, and the buildings on either side."
Bacon, Edwin M.
,
"Boston- A Guide Book to the City and
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(a) Entrance, main stairway
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V. ROMM ART
A. Seven possible Field Trips:
1. Museum of Pine Arts
2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
3. Boston Public Library (court)
4. Gardner Museum (court)
5. Trinity Ghurdli. Arches
6. Longfellow Bridge
7. Weeks Bridge
B.l. Museum of Pine Arts; (G 1,4,8, and Graeco-Roman
Court Balcony. Sc.atptu're.
(a) Head, Unknown Roman, in terra cotta. G 3
1.
Probably a life mask.^* Vivid, and with modern
treatment. 1st c. B.C. Note traces of color.
(b) Portrait of a Child, marble, 1st c. A.D.
(c) Head of Augustus, G 4
(d) Head of Tiberius, G 4
(e) Cast reproductions, C 15
1. Mostly Roman copies of Greek v/ork.
2. Apoxyomenos, statue
a. Roman copy from the last great sculptor of
athletic figures in Greece- Lysippus of
Sicylon.
3. Augustus
1. Handbook of the Museuin of Fine Arts, Boston. 22d Bdition.
July, 1930.
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B.2. Fogij, Museum, Harvard College
A. Room III, right of entrance.
(a) Two reliefs from Roman Sarcophagi, left v/all;
2d c. A.D.
1. Note convincing action and anatomy.
B. Roman Court, first floor, entrance
3.3. Boston Public Library
A. Courtyard- open
(a) Typical Roman Court with fountain
B.4. Gardner Museum
A. Courtyard- closed
(a) Parts of the stonework, arches, and walls, are
Roman
.
(b) Center of Court- Mosaic floor, 1st c. A.D.
(c) Left of court. Marble Statue of a vVoman; Graeco-
Roman, 1st c. A.D.
(d) Farther on. Marble Throne. 1st c. A.D.
(e) Opposite it- Statue of an Amazon; Graeco-Roman.
B. Opposite entrance- Bas-relief of a Dancing Maiden.
C. To right, out of Cloister- Marble Sarcpphagus: "The
Triumph of Bacchus. Roman.
D. Gargoyle,' French Gothic. Cloister, left of entrance.
B.5. Trinity Church
A. Exterior
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(b) Why is not this structure purely Roman in style
B.6. Lon£,fello\v Bridge
( a) A slight modification of the Roman Arch, being
less rounded.
(b) Note graceful lines.
3.7. Weeks Bridge
(a) A foot bridge. Roman Style.
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VI. ROIvIANES'^irs ART
A. Five possible Field Trips;
1. Museuin of Fine Arts
2. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
3. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
4 . Trinity Church
5. Gardner Museum
B. l. Museum of Fine Arts
It. Room D 1, Architecture
(a) Romanesque church portal, real; 12-13th c.
1. Note carvings and rounded arch.
(b) V/ooden door, with iron scroll hinges. 12-13th c.
B.2. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
A. Sculpture- Romanesque Room, straight ahead. 1st floor.
(a) Bas-reliefs, small; 1st hall\¥ay, entrance (2 cases)
1. Note fine workmanship of these first attempts at
German sculpture. Ivories.
2. See especially left case, numbers 4,11,& 25;
right case, 12,24,& 27.
(b) Romanesque room, straight ahead. Goin^^ right: Re-
production of a column (candlestick) with a spiral
decoration in relief, entire length. 11th c.
i All are plaster reproductions)
(c) Choir screen of the Church of St. Michael, 12th c.
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(d) Bronze Gate to Hildesheim Catiiedral, lltii c.
1. Illustrates, rigiit to left, the New and Old
Testament Stories. High relief.
(e) Left: side: Baptismal Fonts, 12th 13th c. Compare.
(f) Cathedral Statues from Strasshurg. "Virtue Crush-
ing a Vice". 13th c,
(g) Bronze Gate. Copy from Augsbur^ Cathedral, 11th c.
1. Pagan Subjects. Lov/ relief. Compare with gate
from Hildesheim Carhedral.
B. Architecture
(a) End of room- Golden Gate of Freiburg Cathedral, 15thQ
1. Large, actual reproduction. Note set-Dack
rounded arcnes and scuaptured figures.
^b) Either side of u-aae; Columns and doorways from other
German Cathedrals.
B.3. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
A. Room I, first floor
(a) Sculpture:
1. Spanish Capitals, 1223
a. Note type of design; compare with other kinds.
2. French Capitals
a. Note these designs and compare.
(b) Furniture:
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(a) Heavy stone; rough, with warm color
(b) Rounded, arch, repeated
(c) Sculptural details- religious
B. Interior
(a) Porm-Greek Gross
(b) Note ’-vindows, and general architectural treatment.
B.5. Gardner Museum
A. The Spanish Cloister. (Walk beyond entrance, on the
left, through an archway)
(a) Romanesque Stone Figures, French, 12th c.
( P'lanking a mirror)
B. Doorway near Chinese Loggia, by the Cloisters:
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A. Five possible Field Trips;
1. Museum of Fine Arts
2. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
3. Boston College
4. Gardner Museum
5. Lindsey Memorial Chapel, Emraanuel Church
B.l. Museum of Fine Arts
A. The Decorative Arts Rooms- D 1-5
(a) French Gothic; D 1
1. Church Doorway. Note pointed arch.
2. Sculpture
a. Statues of Saints, aimall.
b. Statue of a Bishop. Simple lines, good.
c. Statues of Virgin and Child. 14th c.
3. Tapestries- Franco Flemish
4. Wooden Chest, carved.
(b) Stained Glass Window, from Hampton Court, Hereford-
shire, England, about 1435. D 2.
1. Note color, design, symbolism.
2. Choir Stalls, plain.
(c) Italian Gothic Room, D 3.
1. Typical Furniture; table, chair, chest.
2. Tapestries
3. Wrouglnt Iron Grille, 16th c.
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(d) Italian Gothic Room, D 4.
1. -Purniture; table, chair.
2. Wrought Iron Gate and Screen
3. Dishes and Pottery
(e) Spanish Gothic Room, D 5,
1. Velvets
2, Furniture; carved chest
B.2. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
A. Sculpture
(a) Statues from German Cathedrals which portray defi-
nite living people for the first time in history.
Left and right of Chapel entrance.
(b) 15th c. Painting Room; Polychrome triptych carv-
ing, 1500 (altar piece)
(c) 15th c. Painting Room; Small wooden polychrome
statue. Right.
1. Germany noted for this type of sculpture.
B. Architecture- Chapel
(a) Gothic entrance. Pointed arch.
1. Let children study the difference between this




(b) Note vaulted ceiling design
(c) On left, Tomb of St. Sebald.

46
1. Note lovely carving and sculpture upon it.
2. Note feeling of aspiration derived from the
higli, pointed, and delicately carved spires.
(d) Front. Bishop’s Seat, in the Cathedral; 15th c.
1. Pine, delicate earning
(e) Front of Chapel; Stained Class windows
1. Note color, and symholism if possible.
C . Farniture
(a) Two German Chests
1. Note shape
2. Iron hinged and enforcements
B.3. Boston College
A. Exterior
(a) Entire set of buildings. Notice appearance of
height made by the pointed arches, narrow pinnacles,
as well as the basic construction.




(a) Pointed structural arches
(b) Stained glass windows
B.4. Gardner Museum
A. Interior. Enter at Fenway Court. Tarn rieaht tnroutPa
Blue Room to passage forming Main Entrance of building,
(a) Two Gothic lions on either side of Italian Renais-
'i .4
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('b)( Within) Two German Gothic Figures, wood.
1.
Note anatomy.
(c) Opposite the Entrance doorv/ay into the Long Gallery,
between the windows: Choir stalls, Venetian.
14th-15th c.
(d) Continuing through the Chapel into the Gothic Room.
1. Indoor Porch, carved; French, 15th c,
2. Beyond fireplace. One of the Magi; wood figure,
German
.
3. Carved Wood Panel; Saint George; left of fire-
place.
4. Choir Stalls. Venetian, mate to those in Long
Gallery.
5. Continuing around; Figures, French
6. Stained Glass, from Germany
7. Carved Chest; French, early 16th c.
Religious subjects.
8. Tapestry; French, Flemish
9. Chest; Spanish 15th c.
10.
Paintings
(e) Get the outstanding characteristics of Gotnic art
as expressed in the various materials of the arts.
(f) See if the students can observe the outstanding
characteristics of the Italian, French, German,
and Spanish art of this period.

B. 5. Lindsey Memorial Chapel- Emmanuel Church
A. Exterior
(a) Excellent example of Gothic architecture on a small
scale
.
1. Note pointed arches in doorway and windows, ap-
pearance of aspiration and height. Tower.
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A. Six possible Field. Trips:
1. Museum of Pine Arts




to. Boston Public Gardens




1. Fra Angelico, 1387-1455, Religious. P 2 (case
2. Piero Francesca, 1492, Religious. P 7
3. Luini, 1475-1533, Religious. P 7





1. Lucas Cranach, Elder, 1472-1553, Portrait of
Lady . P 7
(d) Flemish




1444-1510, Religious. P 3
1518- 1594, Religious . P 10
( a) Italian
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2. Andrea Della Robbia; Glazed terra cotta Relief,
P 12
a. Compare the two as to color and beauty of
composition.
3. Verrochio, 1435-1488, Figure, P 12
4. Donatello, 1386-1466, Figure, P 12
(Renaissance Court of plaster reproductions)
1. Gattamelatt a- Donatello (equestrian)
2. Colleoni- Verrocchio (equestrian)
3. Niccolo Pisano- Pulpit p.n Siene Cathedral
4. Jacopo della Quercia- Effigy of Ilaria del
Carretto
.
5. L. Ghiberti- Eastern doors of the Baptistry at
Florence. (Ten scenes of the Old Testaraent, 10
panels) South wall.
6. Donatello- St. George.




8. Luca della Robbia- reliefs- Singing and Dancing
Youths. (Made for the organ loft at Florence
Cathedral) North wall.
9. Andrea della Robbia (cousin to Luca)
St. Francis and St. Dominic
10. Andrea della Robbia- iuinunciation of the Virt^in.
11. Verrocchio
12. Michaelangelo- Hoses
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13. Michael angel o- Figures of the Duhes Lorenzo and
G-iulieno de Medici, and of Night and Day,
Evening and Darni, from the tombs of the Duhes in
the Medici Chapel.
B.2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
A. Painting
(a) Italian




1460-1508- " " " "















(a) Italian Renaissance style.
1. Seen in the quiet dignity of its design, in tne
details of its composition and decoration.
(b) Note the rows of arched windows, the doorways,
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(a) General design plan, front
1. Not the original design; v/as made over three
times. Bulfinch, architect.
2. Classical columns, Corinthian
3. Statues at entrance: see "Sculpture", the
State House.
(h) Rear of State House, Mt . Vernon St., by Bulfinch.
B. Interior
(a) Dome, inside; Classical influence
(b) Statues: see "Sculpture", State House.
B.5. Gardner Museum
A. Interior. Enter Fenway Court, turn right through Blue
Room to passage forming main entrance to building.
(a) Arch
1.
Italian Renaissance Doorv/ay, marble.
(b) Painting-It alian
1. Giotto 1276-1337- Religious- Gothic Rooirg ;i/indow









1429- Portrait- Room of Early Italian
Paintings, right.
1402-
1482- Religious- Early Italian Painting.
Chimney.
1431-1506- " Room, Eairly Italian
Paintings, right.
1438- 1494- *' Raphael Room, right.
7. Botticelli
8. Raphael 1483-1520- Portrait and Religious-
Raphael
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1. Titian -1477-1576- Eilropa- Titian Room, beyond
doorway.
-1478-1510- Religious-Titian Room, on table.2. Giorgione
3. Correggio
(influence) -1494-1554- Figure- Titian Room, right
4. Tintoretto -1518-1594- Portrait- bead of stairs, and in
Chapel
.
-1520-1588- Religious- Veronese Room, wall5 . Maroni
and ceiling; Titian
Room, right.
B.6. Boston Public Gardens
(a) Italian Gardens.
1. If not seen in bloom during the spring, surmner,
or fall, the general planning of the flower beds





IX. AIVIERICAN ART - COLONIAL
A. Nine possible Field Trips:
1. Museum of Pine Arts
2. Beacon Hill Houses
3. Hark Street Church
4. King' s Chapel
5. Old North Church
6. Paul Revere House
7. Faneuil Hall
8. Otis House
9. Harvard College Yard
B. l. Museum of Fine Arts:
A. Interior Decoration; Furniture. Rooms D 33-35;50-5b
(a) Early Colonial D 50
1. Room from West Boxford, Mass. 1675-1704
a. Note heavy timber; ceiling, walls , floor.
b. Large brick fireplace.
c. Simple, straight-lined furniture.
(b) Middle Period - 1750
1. Room from Portsmouth, New Hampshire
a. Parlor of a New England mansion.
b. Light, painted woodwork, plaster ceiling.
c. Notice English furniture design.
(c) Late Colonial - 1800 - 1801
1. Room from Peabody, Mass.
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h. Notice typical fireplace; its desit^n and ac-
cessories.
c. Discuss the furniture designs.
B.2. Beacon Hill Houses
A. Beacon St., starting from the State House, down, hill,
(a) Number 43
1. Corinthian colujTins, small.
2. Plain and simple style in doorway and exterior.
(b) Number 44
1. Ionic columns, small.
2. Same simple doorway
(c) Numbers 51 and 52
1. Ionic columns
2, More graceful design
(d) Numbers 62 and 63
1. Ionic columns, smal]..
2. These small columns are used less for structural
purposes, than for design and ornamentation.
3. Note fan-shaped glass over doors, and its chased
design. Also continuation of glass design at
either side of doorv/ays. Typical brass knocker.
(e) Number 64
1. Doric columns
2. Note beautifully designed entrance;
a. Iron railing leading to door.
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b. ?an design over door.
c. Side panel design.
56
3. Call attention to purple windov/ panes. Tell stu-
dents story of how they caine to be there,
B. Mt . Vernon St., starting from Joy, do\m hill.
(a) Numbers 28,30, and 32
1. See how they differ. Note architecture.
2. Small doors. Typical fan and glass design.
3. Note red brick houses, typical of Old Boston.
(b) Numbers 90 and 94
1. Colonial doorways
B;3. Park Street Church
A. Exterior I
(a) Ionic and Corinthian columns.
(b) Best example of early 19th c. ecclesiastical archi-
tecture. Built in 1809.
B.4. King' s Chapel
A. Exterior
(a) Square, stone building, rebuilt after wooden struc-
ture burned in the great fire of 1676.
(b) Notice top of building. It was designed for a square
tower, but there v/as no money to construct it at
that time.
(c) A Classic adaptation in the Ionic colonade.
B.5. Old North Church
A. Exterior

( a) Simple architecture
(h) Built on the same sight as the old one \¥hich was
57
burned in 1676. Paul Revere attended it,
B. Interior
(a) Plain
(b) Lantern oT Paul Revere and other historic articles.
B.6. Paul Revere House
A. Exterior
(a) Colonial architecture of the poorer cla.ss. Small.
(b) Note windows, doorway, and proportions of house.




(a) It was made over several times. Bulfinch enlarged
it
.




1. Constructed by Bulfinch. Noe Doric coluinns.
(b) Paintings of historic personages.
B.8. Otis House
A. Exterior
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(b) Notice spaciousness of grounds, settin^, and archi-
tecture itself. Compare with the Paul Revere House.
( c ) Doorway
B. Interior
(a) Note Colonial interior and furniture.
3.9. Harvard College Yard
A. Colonial Red Brick Buildings
(a) i.^uiet composure and dignity.
(b) Their placement in the yard, or quadrangle.
(c) The trees and setting.
B. Note the newer buildings, close to fence on Peabody St.
or by the sidewalk.
(a) They are also of Colonial design, and are consis-
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A. Seven possible Field Trips:
1. Custom House
2. united Shoe Machinery Building
3. Current Exhibitions
4. New Post Office Building
1
5. Museum, of Pine Arts
b. G-ermanic Museum, Harvard College
7. Lamson and Hubbard, Furriers
B.l. Custom House
A. Exterior
(a) Boston’s first sky-scraper.
1.
Compare it in structure with surrounding build-
ings .
2.
Outstanding features: tall, verticle lines; nar-
row base; pointed top.
a. This type of architecture is America' s con-
tribution to the arts.
3.
Interior
(a) Note office rooms.
(b) If possible, go to top in elevator, for a view of
Boston and surrounding country. Point out the places
of interest, both for pleasure and for greater
knowledge of their locations in relation to the
city as a v/hole.
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A. Exterior
(a) Modern set-dack architecture, the most recent of a
its kind in Boston with one exception.
(h) Notice tower, and the verticle lines made by., the
windov^s. Top portion of tower lighted at night.
B.3. Current exhibitions
A. Museum of Fine Arts
(a) Seen in the picture Reserve and P 17; (see plans).
B. Vose G-alleries
G. Guild of Boston Artists
D. Boston Art Club
E. Doll and Richards
F. Germanic Museum, harvard College
(a) On first floor left, through Romanesque Room.
G. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
(a) Second floor, right of balcony.
H. Casson Galleries
B.4. New Post Office Building
ti. Exterior
(a) Modern set-back plan
1. Compare with the united Shoe Machinery Building
for Beauty of design.
2. Compare with the Custom House Tov/er.
3. 'The newest modern architecture in Boston.
B.5. Museua of Fine Arts
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(a) These are' changed often. Some are good and some
are not,
1.
Students, if brought in contact v/ith tnese,
should use their omi judgment as to their beauty
or attractiveness. Discuss them afterwards.
B. Modern Paintings - John T. Spaulding collection, P 19.
(a) A permanent exhibition.
C. Picture Reserve - Rooms I, II, and III.
(a) Colonial and Contemporary American and European
paintings
.
(b) These are subject to change.
3.6. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
A. Permanent Contemporary Exhibit - 15th c. room, and be-
yond, to right.
(a) Decorative Arts
1. Around room: Modernistic German posters by Al-
fred Mahlau.
2. Right: woven rug, modern pattern.
3. Right: Metal Portrait on modernistic table, by
Rudolf Belling.
4. In case: Metal. Pitcher and dish, with chaste
modern design. Also other metal containers; Ger-
man and Swedish, right.
5. Back wall case: Pottery vases and dishes.
6. Back wall case: Enamel dishes.
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7. Continuing, left side: case: wlodern Swedisia
glassware.
a. Note beautiful texture, shape, and etched
designs
.
8. German Textile, hand woven.
9. Peasant stitched textile, Swedish.
a. Note method of needlework and lovely abstract
design of figures.
B.7. Lamson and Hubbard, Furriers
A. Window Decoration
(a) Example of modern store window design.
1. Student's appraisal of it.
(b) Stained glass decorations in the modern manner.
1. Is this pleasing as to color, design, symbolism?





I. ANIMAL, PLANT AND FISH LIFE.
A. Seven possible Field Trips:
1. Arnold Arboretnin
2. Franklin Park
3. Boston Public Gardens andCoiranon
4. Natural History Museum
5. Agassiz Museum, Harvard College
6. Children’s Museum, Jamaica Plain
7. Aquarium, South Boston
'b. 1. Arnold Arboretum
A. Mainly for nature study of trees, plants, shrubs,
water, and topographical beauty.
(a) Trees
1. Hemlock Hill
2. Other types of trees from foreign countries,
noticing the differing silhouettes.
(b) Plants and shrubs
1. Seen along pathway from, main gate,
2. Notice, how they grow.
(c) Water, stream.
1. At foot of Hemlock Hill
2. Follow along the stream and the foot-path, no-
ticing the ground covering, rocks and scenery.
iT'r/i e 'f'l/i Wc r"
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1 . The type of land
2. Purpose for which this land isused.
3. Ov/ner ship-Bos ton and Harvard College.
B. 2. Franklin Park
A. Plant, bird and animal life
(a) Plant life
1 . Rose Garden
a. Notice consistency of garden design
b. Beauty of color
c. Beauty of arrangement or plan of this
type of landscape gardening. (Formal)
2. Rock Garden, left of Bird House
a. Another type of landscape gardening.
,
Notice kind and form of flowers and plants
here. More informal arrangement of garden.
(b) Bird life
1. Those seen around the grounds, free.
2. The Bird House
a. Exterior cages-Northern birds. They vary
according to season. Only the hardiest
are outside. They are kept inside during
winter months. Ex. Owls, eagles and hawks,
b. Interior cages-Tropical Birds, mainly.
Notice especially:
i. The Macav/, and com.pare with the other
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types of parrots as to size, coloring, and
silhouette
.
ii. All birds in central cage, such as the
flamingo, white peacock and pheasant.
See how many the children know around the
rest of the room.. Gall attention to
silhouette; formation of head, body, legs,
feet and bill. Designate the fish-eating,
seed-cracking, insect-eating, and v/ater-
bird types, explaining hov/ this effects
the physical nature of the particular bird,
c. Aviary-Open air bird cage.
i. The largest in the country
ii. Many birds stay here summer and vdnter.
Am^ong them are ducks, swans, pheasants,
peacocks and vultures,
iii. Notice beautiful situation of this aviary:
the solid rock background, v/ater-fall, and
pool for the birds.
iv. What types of birds are found here, as
described previously in the Bird House:
V. Could you make a better design or drawing
after seeing the real bird in his own
habitat?
3. Animal Life
a. Those in outdoor enclosures
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ii. Elephant House- (also Hippopotomus
)
iii. Lion and Tiger House
c. The special features to note in any animal study
are
:
i. Distinguishing characteristics which make one
different from the rest, such as size and shape
of head, neck, eyes, ears, horns, feet, tail,
and so on
.
ii. Main body proportions
iii. Body movements.
Public Gardens and Common
A. For tree, plant, and man-made beauties.
1. Trees
a. For study in free form and silhouette. See
especially ones along shore of pond, on island,
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2. Plants
a. In the Public Gardens-Spring, surmner and Pall.
Italian Renaissance arrangement. Flov/ers
changed with seasons.
b. Notice color schemes
c. Form and growth
d. The plan as a whole. Have students see that
such planning is artistic and worthwhile.
e. Formal and informal flower and gardens planning,
when and where they are most suitable.
3. Man made Beauties.
a. The pond, Public Gardens
b. Artistic bridge over it
c. Statues and monuments (see list of sculpture in
Boston) within the grounds.
d. Care of paths and grounds to enhance beauty.
An outlet for a talk on city planning and
stimulating civic pride in keeping the torwn
clean and beautiful as possible.
4. Natural History Museum
A. Animal, bird, plant, and fish life (mounted) of
New England
(a) Animal Life (&•. mammals)
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f. Mammals -’room 23
2. 3d floor-room 33





A. Bears and other small animals
(b) Bird Life
1. 2d floor-main hall
a. Birds in their natural surroundings
b. Many small varieties
2. Upper Gallery
a. Birds of New England
b. Birds of other parts of the country
i. Pelican
ii. Crane
iii. Flamingo, and others.
(c) Plant Life




d. Evergreen tree specimens
.y. "V
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(d) Insect Life
1. Mezzanine floor. Insects
a. Great variety of bugs and flys
.
2. 3d floor-room 32 Invertabrates




1. 2d floor-room 21
a. New England fishes of many varieties
b. Sea fishes especially
c. Crabs, various kinds
d. Flying fish
e. Devil fish
2. 3d floor-room 34, Marine Vertibrates
a. Star fish
b. Crabs
c. See Porcupine, and others
3. Upper gallery-Vertibrates
a. Other kinds of fish outside New England.
b. Hanging from ceiling, skeleton, whale
c . Sharks
4. 3d. floor room 31 & 32, New England Mollusks.
a. Sea shells of great variety and beauty.
b. Corals of various kinds.
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1. Tell hov; they were made.
2. Let students see these scientifically perfect
reproductions. Why are they in a scientific
museum instead of an art museum?
3. Compare purpose of the scientist to that of
the artist. (Realistic accuracy vs. personal
reaction and emotion)
4. Note delicacy of shape, form, coloring.
5. Direct their attention to the beautiful de-
sign elements and patterns found in cross-sec-
tions of plant cells, seed-pods, and flowers
themselves
.
B.6, Children's Museum, Jamaica Plain
A, Bird and Pliant Life
(a) Bird Life
1, Still Life exhibitions
a. Birds
b. Pictures
2. Lectures and study classes.
(b) Plant Life
1. Still life exhibitions- real flowers in
season.
2. Lectures and study classes.
B,7. Aquarium, South Boston
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1. Type of head, hody, fins, tail, skin, and. color.
2. Watch and sketch with a sv/inging line, the
characteristic body movement.
3. Look at details for design material: eyes,
scales, fins, spottings.










(i) Other interesting types
B. Seals
(a) Notice unusual characteristics of this animal:
1. Head, body, fins, tail, skin.
2. Notice him in action, and see what he does.
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I. ART IN INDUSTRY
A. Five possible Field Trips:
1. Automobile Salesrooms, Commonwealth Ave.
2. Ginn Publishing Co., printing house
3. Buck Printing Company
4. Manufactured Articles- Jordan Marsh Company
5. The Five and Ten Cent Stores
B. 1. Automobile Salesrooms, Comm.onwealth Avenue
A. Indoor Displays
(a) Arrangement of all cars, artistic, or otherwise.
(b) Interior of display room
1. Has an eye been given to color? Balance?
Harmony? Neatness? Beauty?
(c) Cars themselves. Note:
Exterior:
1. Design-general proportion
2. Design-color or colors used
3. Trimmings of various kinds- their suitability
4. Cri ticisras- favorable and unfavorable
5. suggestions
interior:
1. Color of upholstery. Does it harmonize ’with the
interior decorations and colorings?
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2 • Accessories. Are they chosen well? Suitable?
good design? Harmonious?
3. IostirH..mei7t isoard: are the various articles
placed with an eye to balance, or are they on
helter-skelter fashion?
4. Compare any of these cars here with an old
model on the street. Do you see that industry
has found art necessary here?
5. Tell the story of the Ford car.
B. 2. Ginn Publishing Co., printing house
A. The entire book processing. Have a guide (free)
(a) Room.s where metal type israade and filed.
(b) Paper cutting
(c) Bindery; method of binding, and materials used.
(d) Printing room
(e) Lythographic process for illustrations.
(f) Examination of the finished product.
B. Compare this with the handmade books as to:
(a) Time of making it.
(b) Construction: materials, pj^er, glue, cloth,
covers.
(c) General appearance
(d) Life and cost of book
(e) Suggestions and criticism's
B. 3. Buck Printing Company
A. Lithography. Have a p^ide. Free. Takes one hour.
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(a) Preparation of materials; paper, dyes, stamping
(t)) Printing and its processes
(c) Coloring by means of the usual lithographic
method. How it is done. Different metal dyes' for
every color. Long and more exp^asive process.
(d) Block printing, its various stages
(e) Off-set lithography, or silk screen process.
1. Colors forced through the screen onto the
paper directly. Quicker, and less expensive.
Good for advertizing.
( f ) See that students note the difference in color
and surface texture of these two methods.
(g) Make sure students can see well so that they can
understand better what goes on.
B. 4. Manufactured Articles







B. Does an article need to be expensive to be beautiful?
1. Do the students see the rules of art applied to each
one of the foregoing subjects, or do they think that






Give the students a chance to do their ov/n selecting;
and criticising. Let them note what they see for
discu.ssion afterwards.
Five and Ten Cent Stores
?Tave students study articles not over ten cents, for:




(e) Country from which it was obtained
(f) Compare one of good artistic merit, with one of
poor artistic merit. L®t students see that beauti-
ful ob.iects can be just as inexpensive as poorer
ones, and that it takes only a Imov/ledge and use
of artistic principles to choose the good from the
bad.
II. TEXTILES - EUROPEAN AND A?r®RICAN
A. Six possible Field 'T’rips:
1. Museum of Fine Arts
2. Fogg Museum, Harvard College
3. Germanic Museum, Harvard College
4. Gardner Museum
5. Boston School of Occupational Therapy
6. Modern Store Materials
B.l. Museum of Fine Arts
A, "Trapes tries
,






Tapestry Gallery - Flemish 15th - 17th c.
Peruvian textiles of various kinds, corridor A 1.
1. Note weave, design elements, colors, and
subject material. The laws of order.
2. Laces* Spanish, Flemish, Italian, French.
Interiors, Decorative Arts rooms
1. French Gothic Room - D 1
a. Tapestries, Franco-Plemish
2. Italian Room - D 3
a. Tapestries, Italian, late middle ages
b. Velvets, 15th c. Beautiful design and color
c. Brocades, 1400 - 1480
3. Spanish Gothic Room - D 5
a. Velvets. Note designs
4. Louis XVI Salon - D 9
a. Tapestries, French
5. Louis XVI Boudoir - D 10
a. Tapestries, Flemish XVIIIth c.
6. French Room- D 11
a. Tapestries, Brussels, 17th and 18th c.
7. Hamilton Palace - D 8
a. Velvet window draperies- heavy. Note color
and design.
8. Tudor Room -D 14
a. Tapestries, Franco-Flemish. Early 16th c.
9. Corridor - D 13
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11. Persian and Turkish Rooms - A 4
a. Velvets - Note ’’Ogee’’ patterns and others
b. Rugs. Show prayer rug. Tell how it is made
also its symbolism. Persian rugs also in
A 5 and 7.
12. Chinese - A 25 and 33
a. Embroidery - A 25
b. Textiles; brocades and silks A 33
13. Japanese - A 25 - 33
a. Costume materials of various types. A 25
b. Costumes, also broidered and patterned in
other ways,
B. 2. Fogg Museum - Harvard College
A. Japanese Textiles
(a) Costumes - case 16, hall, first floor
1. Silk brocade and embroidery
2. Note designs, style, and color.
(b) Textiles - Hall, first floor, also Naumburg Room
1. Woven- in silk designs
2. Embroidered silks
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(a) Brussels tapestry, 16th c. Hall, third floor
(h) Brocades, 16th c. Hall, third floor
(c) Tapestry, 16th c. room I.
(d) Velvet, 18th c. Hall, second floor
C. Spanish Textiles
(a) Textile, 15th c. Hall, ground floor
D. French Textiles
(a) Reproductions ( coloredplates ) of scenes from the
"History of St. Etienne", 1486 Room XIV.
(h) Silk brocade with velvet, 18th c.
B. 3. Germanic Museum - Harvard College
(a) Tapestry, 15th c. In 15th c. room, left
1. See hov/ it was stitched and. woven together.
(h) Contemporary Swedish embroidered textile. Decora-
tive Arts Room, left. Notice difference betv^^een
this and others.
(c) German textile, hand woven. D. A. room, left.
(d) Rug, right of room
1. Difference of material and design. To what
type of room would this be most suitable?
B. 4. Gardner Museum
(a) Tapestry- "Noah Builds the Ark", Brussels, 17thc.
head of stairway.
(b) Velvet copr (or mantle). Spanish or Italian, 16thc
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1.
Observe and compare them.
(d) Pour Tapestries, two Flemish, two French. 17th c.
little Salon.
(e) Five Tapestries- Scenes of life of Abraham,
Flemish, 16th c.
( f ) Five Tapestries - Scenes of the life of Gyrus the
Great. Brussels, 16th c. Tapestry Room walls.
Compare
.
(g) Tapestry - ”Tov/er of Babel" - Brussels, late
16th c. Corridor of Dutch Room.
(h) Lace Collection, Veronese Room. Wall cabinets.
(i) Velvet, embroidered; a Canopy and Dossal, Italian
16 th c.
1. Note exquisite design and color richness.
(j) Tapestry- "The Message to the Wood-cutters"-
Pranco- Flemish, early 16th c. Gothic Room.
(k) Tapestries, Brussels. Early 15th c. French.
Beyond Iron Grille, from Gothic Room.
B. 5. Boston School of Occupational Therapy
A. Get a guide, or notify headquarters of trip
(a) Weaving Rooms
1. Notice the looms- kind and construction.
2. Notice method of warping a loom.
3. Notice method of making the shuttle stitch.
4. Notice method of weaving colored borders or
designs
.
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5. Observe closely the finished article, compare
with textiles seen in some museum or store.
B. 6. Modern Store Textiles
A. Jordan Marsh Company (or some other well known store)
(a) Yard Goods Department
1. Cottons - First floor. Dyed and stitched
patterns
2. Woolens - First floor.
3. Silks - First floor. Print designs
4. Velvets - First floor
5. Brocades - Eighth floor annex
6. Linens - Fourth floor- Hand blocked designs





• (c) Notice various methods of patterning:
1. Woven-in design and color
2. Stamped machine designs
3. Hand block-print designs
4. Discussion of suitability to material anc^ use.
III. POTTERY - ANCIENT AND MODERN
A. Four possible Field T-^ips
:
1. Museum of Fine Arts
2. Fogg ?»^u3eum - Harvard College
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3. Germanic Museum - Harvard College
4. Paul Revere Pottery Company
1. Museum of Pine Arts
;
A. Egyptian (See Egyptian Art, p. 22 )
B. Chinese (See Chinese Art, p. 25 )
C. Japanese (See Japanese Art, p, 29 )
D. Greek (See Greek Art, p. S-f )
2. Fogg Museum - Harvard College
A. Chinese (See Chinese Art, p. 26 )
B. Japsmese (See Japai}ese Art, p. ^l)
C. Greek (See Greek Art, p. 55)
3. Germanic Mnseum - Harvard College
A. Modern Pottery ( See
B, 4. Paul Revere Pottery Company
A. Have a guide
(a) See iiow" clay is kept, and of what it consists,
(h) Notice the men working at the clay wheels.
1. See clay ready for use.
2. How the wheel for use.
3. The expert use of hands and shaping tools in
forming the desired article.
4. The article ready for drying and baking.
(c) Thekind of oven for baking
1. Its general construction
2. The reason for baking clay. It withstands
water and heat better.
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(d) Coloring and Glazing rooms.
Type of colors used by this company.
2. Designing
3. Glazing process: melting paint on the clay




Finished articles ready for sale.
IV. STAINED GLASS
A. Five possible Field Trips:
1. Connick Studio
2. Museum of Fine Arts
3. Trinity Church
4. Boston University School of Theology Chapel
5. Lamson and Hubbard, Furriers
B. L. Connick Studio
A. Have a guide
(a) Before this trip, have students notice any stain-
ed glass v/indov/s they may see at church or at
home, and study them as to color, design,
representation, symbolism, and construction.
(b) The process: Small sketch on paper, to scale, and
colored.
(c) Enlarged sketch to required size of window.
(d) The design: Decorative pattern better than
realism in most cases.
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Notice symbolism and explain some of it.
(e) The cutting room:
1. Finished sketch or ’cartoon* cut up and
numbered.
2. Colored glass in desired tones made ready for
cutting, and numbered.
(f) Leading Room:
1. These pieces are put together by strips of
lead and soldered together.
(g) Exhibition Room:
1. Note general effect of v/indow with light
through it.
2. See small medallions which could be construct-
ed by students themselves.
B. 2. Museum of Fine Arts
A. Window from. Hampton Court, Herefordshire, England,
about 1435.
(a) Gothic Style
(b) Note general color and design effect.
(c) Does it fulfill the requirements for a decora-
tion of this type? Why?
(d) How does it compare in beauty or style to any
others seen or studied?
B. 3. Trinity Church - Windows
A. Exterior - front and sides
(a) Notice plan and adaptation of window shapes to
— I II I h i I '
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general style of the church.
(b) Lack of picture apprehention and. color at this
point.
B. Interior:
(a) Walk halfway do^wn main aisle.
(b) Study interior carefully:
1. The church form: Greek Gross
2 . Sculpture
3. Wood carving
4. Arches and columns
(c) Pace toward main aisle entrance.
1. Look at the large central window. It repre-
sents the "Bridle Queen and the City of Jeru-
salem.." made by John La Parge.
2. Call attention to the flat treatment used,
both in color and design.
5. Now have students look at windows on either
side of church. Compare them.
a. Those on the right, made by Burne-Jones,
an Englishman. Very good.
b. They are pictures giving the story of David
and King Solomon, also 'The Trees'.
Treatment is similar to La Parge.
c. Now note windows on the left. How are they
different? Recognize very realistic treat-
ment. These were made by a Prenchman who
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made his art less good by attempting too
much shading, therefore making colors less
brilliant, and attractive.
B. 4 . Boston University School of Theology - Chapel
A. Interior
(a) Walk down main aisle




4. Use of symbolism of color and subject
(c) Compare with ones in Trinity Church. They were
made by Charles Connick of Boston.
E. 5. Larason and Hubbard, Furriers
A. Exterior
(a) Glass over top part of store:
1. Note treatment and color. Appraise according
to:
a. Type of store
b. Subjects Chosen




A. Seven possible Field Trips:
1. Museum of Fine Arts
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3. Disabled Ex-Service Men’s Exchange
4. Peruzzi Art Shop
5. Arts and Crafts Society
6. Semitic Museum - Harvard College
7. Fogg Mnseiim - Harvard College
1.
Museiun of Fine Arts
A. Egyptian - Chinese, Japanese, Greek, Indian,
(a) Egyptian - E 4 Jewelry room
1. Royal Jewelry
2. Bronzes - E 7
(h) Chinese - A 12
1. Bronze vessels and weapons
2. Bronzes - statuettes
3. Pewter
(c) Japanese- A 12
1. Bronze vessels and weapons
2. Bronze statuettes
3. Pewter
(d) Greek - G2, 3, 6, and 8
1. Archaic - C 2
a. Gold Liation bowl
b. Bronze statuettes
c. Gold jewelry and coins
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3. Second 5th c. room -06
a. Bronzes
b. Gold earring - representing victory
c. Coins
4. Late Greek - C 8
a. Bronze portrait of a Ptplemaic Princess
b. Bronze statuettes
c. Coins
d. Study the progress made in all these crafts
through the centuries, if time allows*
(e) Indian - A 1
1. Bronzes - Buddhist and other stutues
2. Jewelry - gold, silver, enamels
3. Weapons and other metal work
a. Notice beautiful feeling for design in all
works
.
(f) Colonial - D 63
1. Silverware by Paul Revere
a. Simple, pure design
2. Pickman silverware - D. 37 - 38
3. English silverware - D 32
B. 2* Massachusetts School of Art
A. Metal Crafts Room. Basement
(a) Observe materials required for this type of work
(b) Observe their use when possible.
(c) Explain or have someone there to demonstrate
1.
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how to make some object.
(d) Go up to main corridor, first floor, and see
exhibit of metal and other crafts.
(d) Notice designs and colors in metal. Are they
suitable for this type of material ? Reasons.
B. 3. Disabled Ex-Service Men’s Exchange.
A. Jewelry, dishes, book-ends, weaving, and other arti-
cles made by these men, by hand.
(a) Note beautiful design, color, and craftsmanship
in these articles.
(b) Notice also other crafts made by these men.
Compare and judge them by other hand made articles
the students have seen. Also with manufactured
articles
.
B. 4. Peruzzi Shop
A. Italian jewelry exclusively
(a) Italian hand made settings.
1. Notice difference in design from other jewelry
you have seen. It is mostly heavy silver.
2. Call attention to symbolism found in many
pieces. Example: The Medici seal. Lion of
Venice, fine scroll and leaf patterns,
(b) Use of semi-precious stones.
B. 5. Arts and Crafts Society
A. Various hand made articles, including metal.
(a) Bowls, dishes, jewelry of various kinds and metals
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(b) Enamel work
B. 6. Semitic Museum - Harvard College
A. Assyrian Jewelry Second Floor, case
(a) Note crude workmanship and design
B. Persian Crafts - Brass Third floor
(a) Compare Assyrian with Persian types.
1. Persian more delicate, pierced, and fine
design and v/orkmanship.
2. Metal utensils
a. Bowls and dishes
b. Notice difference in design from Egyptian
and Greek vessels.
(b) Persian Armor
1. Hand- wrought sword sheaths
2. Note how suit was made, type of ^ioints, helmets,
and body of suit.
B. 7. Fogg Mtiseum - Harvard College
A. English Silverware - room 16, second floor
(a) Tea sets of beautiful, rather ornate designs.
Made in 1639.
«
(b) Sets of the 17th and IBth c.
1. V\Tiich of the sets do you think are most
artistic?
.
2. What kind of setting would you need to go
with these styles? Period?
ILil
IV. mOVGET IRON
A. Three possible Field Trips:
1. Germanic Museum - Harvard College
2. Gardner Museum
3. Museum of Fine Arts
B. 1. Germanic Museum - Harvard College
A. Second floor, rear, left
(a) Wrought iron, German- made gate
1. Have students study the graceful design of
this old. gate.
B. 2. Gardner Museum
A. Interior, (io from Fenway uourt, right, through Main
Entrance of building. You. pass through a
(a) Wrought Iron Grille, Old Italian
(b) At the head of the stairs, a wrought iron Bracket,
Italian, 17th c.
B. 3. Museum of Fine Arts
A. Italian Room - D 3
(a) Wrought Iron Grille - Venetian. Fine work, 16th c.
B. Italian Room - D 4
(a) Fire Screen (?)
(b) Gate - Venetian.
1. Note fine design and fine workmanship.
VII. FURNITURE - EUROPEAN AND AI.fflRICAN
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1. Museimi of Pine Arts
2. Gardner Museum
3. Fogg Museum - Harvard College
4. Antique Shops ~ Charles Street
5. Paine Furniture Company
Museum of Pine Arts
European Purnitvire - D 1. 6
(a) French Gothic Room D 1
1. Chest, with carving
(h) Italian Gothic Room. D 3
1. Table. Note simple construction
2. Chairs. Heavy, wood and leather studed
5 . Che s t
(c) Italian Room D 4
1. Table
2. Chairs
(d) Spanish Gothic Room D 5
1. Chest - Note carving
(e) Netherlands Room D 6
1. Dutch or Flemish cabinet, 17th c,
a. Study rich carving and design
(f) Tapestry Gallery - Main floor
1. Italian furniture, 16th and 17th c.
(g) English Room D 7
1. Chair, 17th c.
2.
^ Sideboard
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1. Table and bench - plain dark boards
2. Chairs - little carving
(i) Hamilton Palace Room - D 8
1. From Scotland, about 1760
2. Table. Bulbous Elizabethan type legs
3. Chairs. Straight back, carved
(j) Louis XVI Salon- 1760- D 9
1. Chairs-s tuffed, brocade covered - with arms
2. Commodes - graceful, rich
(k) Louis 16 Boudoir - D 10
1. Bed - rich brocade
2. Chairs
3. Table
4. Louis XV and XVI table - marble top D 11.
5. Chairs and commode
(l) Chippendale Room - Surry, England, about 1750 -D15
1. Desk - bookcase
2. Table, clock, and mirror - Chinese influence
3. Note this in the more ornate trimmings
(m) Adam Room
1. Chairs and Table
2. Lounge or couch
3. Note distinguishing characteristics of his
design?
(n) Italian - 18th c. D. 12
1. Chairs
2. Tables - Marble
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B, Arnerican Purniture D 50-66
(a) Early Colonial
1, Room from West Boxford, Mass. 1675-1704
2. Note heavy appearance. Simple, straight-lined
table, chairs, and cabinet,
(b) Middle Colonial - about 1750
1. Room from Portsmouth, New Hampshire,





(c) Late Colonial - 1800-1801
1. Room from Peabody, Mass,
2. Note ’’Americanized ” furniture,
3. Table, chairs, fire-screen
B, 2. Gardner Museum
A. European Furniture
( a) Italian
1, Marriage Chest - 15th c. Note family arm.s -
Raphael Rm.
2. Choir Stalls - 14-15th c. mates to next ones.
Gothic Rm,
3, Choir Stalls - 16th c. The Chapel
4. Table- Renaissance - 16th c. Gothic Rm.
5. Marriage Chest- 16th c. Raphael Rm,
6, Chest of Drawers - 2 cabinets - 17th or 18th c.

a. Note marquetry decoration- Raphael Rm.
7. Cabinet- 18th c. Rm. of Early Italian
Paintings - Corner.
8. Tv/elve Chairs-18th c. Venetian. Rm. Early
Italian Paintings.
9. Thirteen Chair s-18th c. And settle- Raphael Rm.
10. Mirror and Commode-18th c. Veronese Rm.
11. Console tables-18th c. Venetian- Titian Rm.
12. Cabinets, raahogony- 19th c. The Short Gallery
13. Chairs- 19th c. Empire style-Dutch Rm.
(b) Spanish
1. Gothic Chest- 15th c. Gothic Rm.
(c) French
1. Chest- 16th c. Gothic Rm.
a. Note lovely carving-the panels contain
figures of the Madonna and Child, with
four saints.
2. Two Armchairs and sidechairs- 19th c. Du.tch R.
a. Empire Style-original upholstery
B. American Furniture
1. Oak Chest - latter 17th c. Passage from the
chapel
.
C. Note points brought out on previous p ?
concerning the study of furniture.
B. 3. Fogg Museum - Harvard College
A. Italian

(a) Chairs- 16th c. Rm. 13
(h) Chairs and Table - 15th c. Hall
(c) Chairs and Table- 16th c. Room I. Simple design
B. Spanish
(a) Chairs - 16th and 17th c. Hall.
(b) Table and Chairs - 17th and 18th c. Rm 17
C. American
(a) Chairs, tables, sideboard, 18th c. Rm. 16
1. Sheraton table, chair, and sideboard
2. Hepplewhite ” " ” "
3. Compare designs
B. 4. Antique Shops - Charles St. Nos. 25 - 141
A. From Beacon St. to the Charles St. Subway Station.
(a) This trip not advised unless one of the other
trips have been taken first, or a detailed study
has been made previously of the characteristics
oc Colonial furniture,
(b) Colonial Furniture
1. Best examples of Colonial furniture found
in any of the stores at the time of the visits
2. Good judgment as to the artistic merits of the
furniture represented is necessary. It is
not ”Age before beauty, " but emphatically
’’Beauty before age,” that we must insist
upon here.
3. A few beautiful examples are all we can
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B. 5. Paine Purnit-ure Company
A. English Reproductions
(a) English 16th c. room - Third floor (exhibited)
(b) Later English - 18th c.
1. Dining room sets - Fourth floor
2. Living ” " - Fifth "
3. Bed " ” - Sixth "
(c) Note beauty of design and distinguishing
characteristics of the Chippendale, Hepplewhite
and Adam reproductions.
B. Colonial Reproductions
(a) Bed room furniture - Sixth floor
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A. Eighteen Possible Trips





6 . Paneuil Hall
. 7. Harvard University Yard
8. King’s Chapel
9. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
10. Museum of Pine Arts
11 . Nev/ Post Office
12. Old North Church
13. Otis House
14. Park St. Church
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A. Nineteen possible Field Trips
1. Mnseum of Fine Arts
2. Boston Public Library
3. Copley Square
4. Trinity Church
5. Boston Public Gardens
6. State House
7. Across from State House







13. Forest Hill Cemetary
14. City Point





B. 1. Museum of Fine Arts - Exterior
a. Cyrus Dallin - "Appeal to the Great Spirit."
b. Richard Recchins - Decorated Wing, First Panel.
Bela L. Pratt - Over Door.
Fred W. Allen - Right Panel

c. Frederick McMonnies - "Bacchante”
Museum of Fine Arts - Interior.
a. Egyptian ( see Egyptian Art- Sculpture p. 20 )
b. Chinese ( see Chine se " II p. 26 )
c. Japanese ( ” Japanese " II p. 30)
d. Greek { " Greek " II p. 53)
e. Roman ( ” Roman " II p. 36 )
f. Romanesque!" Romanesque" 11 p. 41)
g. Gothic ( ” Gothic " II p. 41)
h. Renaissance" Renaissance" II p. 4'3)
i . Modern ( " Modern II P‘ 95 )
B. 2 , Public Library - Exterior
a. three sets of bronze doors - D. C. French
(symbolize in low relief. Music, Poetry, Knowledge,
Wisdom, Truth, and Romance.
b. Art and Science - Bela L. Pratt
Public Library - Interior
a. Fred. McMonnies - Inside left doorway. Statue of
Sir H. Vane.
b. Louis St. Gaudens - Staircase Lions.
B. 3. Copley Square
a. Augustus St. Gaudens - Philip Brooks.
B. 4. Trinity Church - Exterior
a. Hugh Carrns - Modeling
Trinity Church - Interior
a. Bust - Philip Brooks. D. C. French.

100
B, 5. Boston Public Gardens
a. Herbert Adams - Wm. E. Channing.
b. Thomas Ball - Charles Sumner.
c. Mrs. T. R. Kittson - Thaddus Kosciusko
d. Richard Brooks - Colonel Cass
e. D. C. French - Wendell Philips
f. Bela L. Pratt - Edward Everett Hale
g. Thomas Ball - Washington
h. John Quincy Adams Ward -Ether Monument to Dr. Norton.
i. D. C. French - Angel Sowing Seeds
B. 6. State House - Exterior
a. General Hooker on horseback - Horse, by Ed. C. Potter-
General, by D. C. French.
b. H. H. Kittson - General Banks
c. Olive L. Warner - General Devens
d. Emma Steppins - Horace Mann
State House - Interior
a. D. C. French - Roger Walcott
b. D. C. French - General Bartlett
c. Bela L. Pratt - Civil War Nurses
B. 7. Across from State House
a. St. Gaudens - Robert Gould Shaw Memorial.
B. 8. Center of Boston Common
a. Martin Milmore - Civil War Monimient
b. Robert Draus - Boston Massacre



























Olive L. Warner - Garrison
Raymond Porter - World War Memorial Tablet
Ann Whitney - Lief Ericson
Ann Whitney - Samuel Adams
Park Square
Thomas Ball - Lincoln
Penway
Otis Hood - Football ceiling
Harvard Square
Ann Whitney - Charles Sumner
Mr. and Mrs. Kittson - Patrick Collins
D. C. French - John B. Riley
H. H. Kittson - Robert Burns
Forest Hill Cemetary
D. C. French. ’’Death Staying Hand of the Sculptor
Milmore.
”
D. C. French -”*Fhe Wliite Angel.”
Lee Lav/rie - ”To the Forsythe Family.”
City point
H. H. Kittson - Admiral Faragut
By Bunker Hill Monument
D. C. French - General Warner.
Germanic Museum - Harvard College
First floor - Relics of Mediaeval Germany (few)
Third floor - 16th c. Sculpture

B: 17. Fogg Museum - Harvard College
a. Egyptian Room III, left corner
i. Head, with linen head-dress. G-ood.
h. Greek, Room II
i. Aphrodite - head
ii. Less important Greek torsos
c. Roman - Room III
i. Reliefs from two sarcophagi
d. Chinese - Room. VI
i. Figures
ii. Anim.als
e. Romanesque - Room I (See Romanesque Art- Sculpture)
i. Spanish capitals- 1223
ii. French capitals
iii. Wood Sculpture - Virgin and Child - Italian
B. 18. Caproni Cast Company
3. • Arrange ahead of time for visit, so that students
may see how a cast is made.
h. Have them see how many casts they know.
c . Call attention to modernistic types or subjects
if they are there.
B. 19. Gardner Museum
a. Benvenuto Cellini - Bust of Bindo Altouiti - 1500-
b.
1571-
Giovanni della Robbia - Glazed Pieta - Terra Cotta
c . Carved wood figures - Gothic Room.
d. Courtyard sculptures, Roman, Byzantine
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e. Two German Gothic figures - wood - Main entrance
f. Bas-relief - Madonna and Child - influence of
Donatello - 15th c. Macknight room.
g. Glazed terra-cotta. Tabernacle front with Figures
of angels. Andrea della Robbia - 1437- 1525-
the Long Gallery, left.
h. Relief-Saint Peter Martyr - painted wood - Spanish,
16th c. doorway from Gothic Room.
i. Gargoyle - French Gothic - left of entrance to Cloistet*
j. Stone figures - Romanesque - French, 12th c,
Spanish Cloister.
k. Bodhisattua - Chinese - wood, 11th c. Chinese Loggia
l. Madonna and Child - stone - early 14th c. French -
Chinese Loggia, left.
C. In viewing these masterpieces of Sculpture, the
children should always bear in mind the artistic
principles of beauty the teacher has stressed, and
judge the v/orks with these in mind.
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III. PAINTING - HISTORIC AND MODERN
A. In and aroundBos ton.
Twelve possible Field Trips:
1. Boston Museum of Fine Arts
2. Boston Public Library
3. Gardner Museum
4. Germanic Museum - Harvard College
5. Fogg MuseTim ~ Harvard College
6. Widener Library - Harvard College
7. First National Bank
8. Art Galleries : Boston Art Club
9. Guild of Boston Artists
10. Casson Galleries
11. Vose Gallery
12. Doll and Richards
B. 1. Museum of Fine Arts-P2-19 and Picture Reserve.
A. Painters, listed according to country, period and
type of art.
a. Byzantine - 12th c. Catalonian Fresco.
b. Germ.an - 1472-1553
i. P 7 Lucas Cranach, Elder - 1472-1553,
Portrait of a Lady
c. Italian
i. Fra Angelico - 1387-1455- Religious- P2,case.
ii. Piero Francesca- -1492- ” P7.
iii. Luini- 1475-1533- " P7.

Iv. Maroni- 1525-1578 Portrait PIO
d. Venetian
i. Botticelli- 15th c. Religious P3
ii. Tintoretto- 1518-1594 Portrait PIO
e. Spanish
i . El Greco 1548-1614 Religious PIO
ii. Ribera 1588-1652 PIO
iii. Velasquez 1599-1660 Portrait PIO
iv. Goya 1746-1828 tt PIO
f. Dutch and Flemish
i. Van der Weyden 1399-1464 Portrait PIO
ii. Peter Paul Rubens-1574-1640 Marriage of St.
Catherine
iii. Anthony Van Dyke -1599-1641 Portrait PIO
iv. Rembrandt 1607-1669 II PIO
V. Frans Hals 1648- II PIO
g. French
i. Watteau 1684-1721 Perspective P9
ii. Ingres 1780-1867 Portrait P8
iii. Corot 1796-1875 Landscape P 8
iv. Delacroix 1799-1863 Lion Hunt P8
V. Rousseau 1812-1867 Landscape P8
vi . Millet 1814-1875 Peasant Life P12
vii. Claude Monet 1840- Landscape P6
h. English
i. Gainsborough 1727-1788 Portrait PIO
ii. William Turher 1775-1788 II PIO
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iii. Constable 1776-1857 Landscape P8
i. American
i. Join S. Copley 1737-1815 Portrait PI & P19-P4
1 i . Benj aman We s t 1738-1820 tj PI - - P4
iii. Gilbert Stuart 1755-1828 P19- P4
iv. Thomas Sully 1785-1882 It P4
V. Alexander Pot of Basil P§3
vi . Winslow Homer 1836-1910 Seascape P5
vii. Jo}in S. Sargent 1856-1925 Portrait P20- P5
viii. Whistler 1824-1903 n P5
ix. George Inness 1824-1894 Rising Storm. P5
X. John LaFarge 1835-1910 Halt of the Wise Men.P5
xi . Frank Benson 1862- Salmon Fishing
3
*. Gontemporary
i. European P17 (Main floor) (changing exhibit)
Picture Reserves- Rooms 1,2,3.' Part European
il. American
John T. Spaulding Collection P19
Picture Reserves- Rooms, 1,2,3.
I
B. 2. Boston Public Library
A. Murals
(a) Puvis de Chavannes
1. Main stair-case, upper corridor.
2.
Muses, arising to greet the genius of en-
lightenment.
3.






1. Delivery Room -right of staircase- 2d floor
2. The Knight of the Grail- 15 panels
3. Done in England. Have -unity, righ coloring.
Sargent, John S.
1. 3d floor, hallv/ay
2. Moses and the Prophets
3. Different phases of religion represented
opposite, the Crucifixion, humanity suffering
with Christ.
J. L. Smith
1. 2d floor- Venetian Lobby
2. Decoration
John Elliott
1. Through the Venetian Lobby, to the
Children's Room, through which you come to
the Teachers' Reference Room.
2. Here is an allegorical painting called
"The Triumph of Time."
3. Note Father Time, accompanied by the Hours
of Birth and Death, in car drawn by twenty
beautiful horses.
4. Note the color scheme and type of design.
Compare these different types of murals. Which
do you think are most appropriate for the
rooms they occupy? Why?

B. 3. Gardner Museum
A. Painters listed according to country, period, and
type of art.
(a) Italian- Rooms designated:
1. Giotto -12'76-1337-Religious-Gothic Rm.
by window.




3. Massaccio -1401-1429-Por trai t-Rm. Early
Italian Painting, r.
4. Giovanni Paolo -1402-1482-Religlous-Rm. Italian
Paintings on Chimney
breast.
5. Mantegna -1431-1506-Religlous-Sarae, right.





also the Long Gallery.
-1483- 1520-Two-Por trai t and Reli-
















-1518-1594-Portrai t-head of stairs,
also one in the Chapel.
-1520-1578-Portrait-Titian Rm. r.
(wall, ceiling)
-15 28- 1588-Religious- Two- Veronese
Rm. Titian Rm. r.
1 .
2 .
Jan Vermeer --1632-1675-The Concert- Dutch Rm.
(Dutch)
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3. Velasquez -1599-1660-Portrai ts-Tapestry Rm.
Writing table.



























4. J. S. Sargent
-1783-1872-Portrai t-The Short
Gallery, left
-1834- 1903-Left Rm.. from Fenway
court.
Portrait and landscape




-1856-1925-Portraits- Two in Room
left of Fenway Court
entrance. Pour in the
Blue Rm. one in MacKnight
Rm. One in farther end
of the Spanish Cloister.
B. 4. Germanic Museum, Harvard Square
(a) German paintings -Room left of shapel. 1st floor.
1. Wohlglmuth -1434-1519-Religlous (left side)
2. Albrecht Durer -1471-1528-Portrait, right.
o.i;
110
B • 5 •
3. L'ucas Cranach - 1472-1553-Relip;ious , rear.
Elder
.
4. Hans Holbein -1497-1543-Religious, left.
(copy)
Fogg Museum-Harvard College.
A. Painters listed in same way
(a) Italian
1. Giotto -1276-1337-Religious-Rm. XII.
2. Aretino -1333-1410- " ” XI.




-1406-1420- " " " "




_ 9 tl II II It
-1460-1508- " " " ”
8. Caravaggio -1569-1609- Card Players-Rm. XVII.
W Venetian
1. Memling -1430-1490-Portrait-Rm. 13
2. Hispano -15th c. -Religious ” 13
3. Veronese -1517-1560-
4. Rubens -1577-1640-Charcoal-Rm. 17






1. Monet -1840- Landscape-4th fl. stair
(e) English
1. Hogarth -1697-1764-Portraits-Rm. 17
2. Gainsborough -1728-1788- ” " 17 & 16
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4. Turner -1775-1781-Portraits- Rm. 17
(f) American
1. Copley -1737-1815-Portraits- Rm. 16
2. Stuart -1755-1828- " " 16
3. J, S. Sargent -1856-1925- " Hall-2d. fl.
(g) Contemporary
1
Changing exhibits- second floor - right of balcony.
6, Widener Memorial Library - Harvard College
A. Murals
(a) Sargent, Jolm S.
1. Head Main Staircase
2. World War Paintings
3. What is the group’s reaction to them?
4. Analize composition and color,
7, First National Bank
A. Murals by N. C. Wyeth
(a) The history of the Ship
1. Main floor
2. The earliest sailing vessel to the modern
steamship,
3. Note beautiful color, design, and spirit
represented in these panels,
8, Art Galleries
A, Contemporary painting
1, Boston Art Club
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3. Casson Gallery
4. Vose Gallery
5. Doll and Richards
SUMI.TARY
The foregoing is the result of the -writer's
study and research in the field of art, and is
offered v/ith the hope that the student may ciill
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SOURCES OP INFORMATION AND INSPIRATION
FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
1. Museums and Art Galleries providing excellent illustrative
material. (Practically all museums provide illustrative
material and art service for their localities.)
2. Special Service, such as:
Traveling exhibitions of painting, photographs, in-
dustrial arts, architecture and civic art, sculpture
and special exhibits with printed lectures and slides.
The American Federation of Arts, 1741 New York Ave.,
Washington, D. C.
3. Commercial firms supplying color and halftone prints:
The Perry Picture Co., Malden Mass.
The University Prints, Newton, Mass.
The Medici Society of America, 753 Boylston, St.
Brov/n, Robertson Co., 424Madison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
and New York City.
4. Commercial Firms supplying Lantern Slides:
Keystone View Co., Meadville, Pa.
University Prints, Newton, Mass.
5. Illustrated Courses of Study
6. Magazines and Current Art Periodicals
7. Plaster Casts and Replicas of Works of Art
8. Booklets and Bulletins
9. Portfolios and Packets of Illustrative Material of
various kinds
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(This is a suggestive list, not exhaustive. For
fuller information, see f/hitford, W. G. - ”An
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CONCLUSION
Art cro\'ms and glorifies the achievements of man:
The advantages to be gained from a study of the Arts are
unequalled, and preeminent amongst them, is the association
with the most complete and the finest expression of Man’s
life and history.
Art leads us into pleasant places, makes radiant the
commonplace, satisfies the desire for the beautiful; it
guides us to the heights, teaches us to idealize and glorify,
and erects for us a standard, an oriflame before us, which
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( ()l RT FLOOR
Kxliihitioiis of Ainoricaii arts, iiichiding New Kiigland
domestic iiit(M’iors ranging in date from about 107.5 to
about 18(),‘b ocenpy the galleries of the Court Floor. The
d'extile Study (mark(‘d on the ])lan) is also located
here.
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INDEX TO FIELD TRIPS




Directions: Dorchester suhway train to Washington St.
Time; 8 minutes.
Custom House
Location: Foot of State & India StSo
Directions; Dorchester suhway to vmshington st.
The elevated train to State & Milk Station; or
subway car to Scollay Square & change for East
Boston tunnel to Devonshire St.
Time; 10 minutes.
Faneuil Hall
Location; Faneuil Hall Square
Directions; Subway car to Adams or Scollay Square
Stations, East Boston tunnel to Devonshire St.;




Location; 67 Milk St.
Directions; Dorchester subway to Washington St.
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Location: State St. -Post Office Square
Directions; Dorchester Subway to Washington.
Elevated to State-Milk Station
Time: 6 minutes.
Old State House
Location: Washington & State Sts.
Directions; Dorchester subway to Washington St.





Directions: Kenmore, Lake St. or Watertown car to
Copley Square.
Time; 7 minutes, (open 9 A.M.-IO P.M. weekdays.)
(2-9 Sundays)
Second National Bank
Location; Federal & Franklin Sts,












E-mmanuel Church - Lindsey Memorial Chapel
Location: 15 Newbury St.
Directions: Kenmore, Lake St. or Watertown car to
Arlington St. or, Huntington Ave. car to Arlington
St. Walk to Newbury St.
Time: 5 minutes.
King’s Chapel
Location: Tremont & School Sts,




Location: Salem St. foot of Hull St. No. Square
Directions: Dorchester subway to Washington St.
Atlantic Ave. train to Battery St. Station.
Time: 15 minutes.
Park Street Church
Location: Park Street & Tremont




Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Clarendon St.
Time: 10 minutes.
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MUSEUMS
Aggazi Museuia - ?Tarvard University
Location: Divinity Avenue, Cambridge
Directions: Harvard subv/ay to Harvard Square.
Co upstairs, v/alk down Peabody St. to Kirkland,
through Kirkland to Divinity Ave . Last building
on left.
Time: 20 minutes (open Saturday Sunday 1-4.30^
Aquarium
Location: Marine Park, City Point
Directions; Dorchester subway to Broadway or Andrew
Stations. Take City Point car, last stop, or.




Directions: Jamaica Plain car to Moraine St.
Time: 25 m-inutes
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University
Location; Quincy St. & Broadway
Directions; Harvard subway to Harvard Square.
Go upstairs, walk down Peabody St., turn to
Broadway, to Quincy St.
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Gardner Museum (Isabella Stuart)
Location: Fenv/ay Court
Directions: Any Huntington Avenue car to Longwood Ave.
Time : 22 minutes, (open Tuesday, Thursday, Sat^irday-10-4.
admission 25^. Sunday Free 1-4 P.M.
Germ.anic Museum - Harvard University
Location: Kirkland St. Divinity Ave.
Directions: Harvard subway to Harvard Square. Go
upstairs, walk dovm Peabody St. to Kirkland, up
Kirkland to Divinity Ave. Corner.
Time: 17 minutes, (open weekdays, 9-5. Sunday 1-5.-^
Museum of Fine Arts
Location: 479 Huntington Avenue
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Parker St.
Time: 20 minutes. (Open 9-5 weekdays, October 1, to
June 1. November 4.30. December &
January, 4.90. February, 4.30.
Sunday 1-5 P. M. Closed Mondays.)
Natural History Museum
Location: Boylston & Berkeley Sts.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. Car to Berkeley St.
Time: 8 minutes, (open weekdays 9-4.30. Sunday 1-4.30.)
Semitic Museum - Harvard University
Location: Divinity Ave. Cambridge
Directions: Harvard subway to Harvard Square. Go
upstairs, walk down Peabody St. to Kirkland, up
Kirkland to Divinity Ave. Third building right.
Time: 17 minutes. (Open weekdays 9-4,30 Sunday 1-4.30)
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a. Location: Beacon St. Numbers 64-62, 52-51, 44-43
Directions: Go to surface. Walk up Park St. to Beacon
St. Cross Beacon, walk down street.
Time: 4 minutes.
b. Location: Mt. Vernon St. Numbers 26-32, 90-94.
Directions: Go to surface. Walk up Park St. to Beacon.
Cross, walk down to Joy St. Go up Joy to Mr. Vernon.
Walk dovm Mt. Vernon,
Time 6 minutes.
Paul Revere House
Location: 19 North Square
Directions: Dorchester subway to Washington St.
Atlantic Ave. Elevated to Battery St.
Time: 15 minutes.
Otis (Harrison Gray) House
Location: Cambridge St. 141, & Lynde St.
Directions: Lechmere or North Station car to Scollay







Directions: A Lake St, Car to College Heights,
Time : 25 m.lnnte s •
Boston University School of Theology Chapel
Location: 72 Mt. Vernon St.
Directions: Any hunting ton Avenue car to Arlington St,
Walk down Arlington to Beacon St. Turn right, cross
at Charles St, Up Charles to Mt. Vernon. Right.
Time 15 minutes.
Harvard University.
Location: Massachusetts Ave. & Peabody St, Cambridge.
Directions: Subv/ay train to Harvard Square. Go upstairs
to Harvard Yard. Left gate.
Time: 9 minutes.
Widener Memorial Library
Location: Harvard Yard- Harvard Square
Directions: Walk in Harvard Sq. gateway, through yard
to large white stone building.
Time: 10 minutes,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Directions: Kenraore, Lake St., or Watertovm car to
Massachusetts Station. Take a Harvard car to the
Charles River Parkway.
Time: 15 minutes.
Massachusetts School of Art
Location: Brookline and Longwood Avenues
Directions: Kenmore, Lake St. or Watertown car to




Arts and Crafts Society
Location: 9 Park St.
Directions: Park Street surface. Cross Park St.
Time: 2 rndnutes
Boston Art Club
Location: 150 New bury St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. Car to Dartmouth St.
Walk do^vn Dartmouth to Newbury.
Time: 12 minutes.
Casson Galleries
Location: 573 Boylston St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Clarenden St.
Time: R minutes
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Location: 138 Newbury St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Clarendon St.
Walk up to Newbury St.
Time: 10 minutes.
Guild of Boston Artists
Location: 162 Newbury St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Clarendon St.
Walk up Clarendon to Newbury St.
Time: 12 rndnutes.
Vose Galleries
Location: 559 Eoylston St.




Location: Charles St. Station to Beacon St.




Location: 949-1121 Commonwealth Ave.
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Location; 641 Atlantic Ave.




Location; 1914 Washington St.
Directions; Dorchester subway to Washington St.
Elevated to Northampton St.
Time ; 15 minute s
.
Connick Studio
Location; 9 Harcourt St.
Directions; Any Huntington Ave . car to Irvington St.
Cross to St. Botolph, to Harcourt
Time; 17 minutes.
Disabled Ex-Service Men’s Exchange
Location; 355 Boylston St.
Directions; Any Huntington Ave. Car to Clarendon St.
Time; 8 minutes.
Ginn Publishing Company - Printing House
Location: 215 First St., Cambridge
Directions; Harvard subway to Kendall Squarb.




Location: Washington & Summer Sts.
Directions: Dorchester subway to Washington St., or
walk from Park St., dovm West St. to store.
Time: 5 minutes.
Lams on and Hubbard
Location: 304 Boylston St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Arlington St.
Tim.e: 5 minutes.
Paine fiirniture Com.pany
Location: 81 Arlington St,
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Arlington St.
Time: 10 minutes.
Paul Revere Pottery Company
Location: 80 Kottinghill Road
Directions: Lake St. car to Lemington Road. Turn right
walk to Hottinghill Park; go downstairs & across St
Time 25 minutes,
Peruzzi Shop
Location: 286 Boylston St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Berkeley St.
Time: 8 minutes.
United Shoe Machinery Building
Location: 140 Federal St. 7 High St.
Directions: Dorchester subway to South Station,




Location: 186-188 and 456 Boylston St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Berkeley St.





Directions: Dorchester subway to Washington St.
Elevated to Thompson Square Station.
Time: 20 minutes. (Open 9-4 P.M. Admission 25^)
Commonwealth Avenue Statues
Location: Commonwealth Ave, beginning from Arlington St.
Directions: Lake St. or Watertown car to Arlington St.
or any Huntington Ave. car to same. Walk up




Location: Arborv/ay, Forest Hills
Directions: Dorchester subway to Washington St.
Elevated to Forest Hills, or a Jamaica Plain
Arborway car to Forest Hills.
Time: 50 minutes,
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Common, Boston
Location: Park, Beacon, Charles, and Tremont Sts,




Directions: Lake St, or Watertown car to Massachusetts
Station. Take Ipswich St. car or Fenway bus.
Time: 15 minutes.
Franklin Park
Location: Blue Hill Avenue, Seaver, and Norton Sts,
Dorchester.
Directions: Dorchester subway to Andrew Square. Take
Franklin Park car or Dorchester subway to Washington
St. Take Elevated to Egleston Square, and a Mattapan
car to the Park.
Harvard Square
Location: Massachusetts Ave. and Peabody St. Cambridge.




Directions: Dorchester subv;ay to Broadway or Andrew
Stations. City Point car, last stop; or. City Point
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Location: Corner of Columbus Ave. ?< Boylston St.
Directions: Any Huntington Ave. car to Arlington St.
Walk un Boylston to Park Sq.
Time: 10 minutes.
Public Gardens
Location: Arlington, Beacon, Charles, and Boylston Sts.
or a Lake St. or Watertov/n car to Arlington St.




Location: Cambridge and Charles Sts., Boston
Directions: Harvard subway to Charles St. Station.
Time: 4 minutes.
Weeks Bridge
Location: De Wolf St., Cambridge
Directions: Harvard subv/ay to Harvard Square. Walk




Location: Morton St. Jamaica plain
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1. Alberti, Elizabeth, ’’Creativity and Tradition In the
Children's Work.” Bulletin, Worcester Art Museum.
July, 1930. pp. 44-47.
The work done by these students is done practically un-
aided and uncriticized in the voluntary museum classes.
The drawings show how the museum is enriching the
children's imagination. Good representative illustra-
tions in article.
2. American Federation of Arts, ’’Art in Our Country. ”
Handbook. Washington, The Federation, 1923.
This book represents a short, concise collection of
buildings, museums, galleries, and clubs which are
of interest to a person wishing to see and know the
best places to visit in any city in the country.
Arranged alphabetically by towns. A help for me in
checking up my list for Boston art classes.
3. Axson, Stockton, and others. ’’Art Museums and Schools.”
New York, Scribner, 1913.
”Muse^lms of Art and teachers of art,” by Kenyon Cox,
best for my needs. Definite helps on hov/ the museum can
be used for art appreciation, instruction, and school
uses. Beauty stressed as museum's main purpose.
Contains also the museum's help for history, English,
and teaching of the classics. Separate Chapters. No B
;' *
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4. Bacon, Edwin M.
,
"Boston- A Guide Book to the City and
Vicinity" Revised, Boston, Ginn & Company, 1928,
An up-to-date and authentic guide book, useful to those
who vd-sh to visit places of historic or literary
interest in and around Boston. Profusely illustrated
with pictures, maps, and diagrams. Designed to make
material available for quick reference. Very helpful.
No bibliography.
5. Boston Museum of Pine Arts, Handbook, "Bos ton Museum of
Fine Arts," The Museum July 1930, 22d ed.
A helpful book to those who wish to know the museum
collections better; also a guide to the various rooms.
The room numbers, however, have been changed since the
publication. A list of m.useum publications are listed,
v/hich would be helpful to teachers,
6. Bostrom, Helen, "The Children’s Exhibition." Bulletin,
Worcester Art Museum, July, 1930. pp. 41-43.
A very interesting article and good thought upon
the aim and help for children in a museum. She says
that children should be encouraged to recognize their
own feelings. The method of influencing children’s
appreciation is conditioned by the nature of the
collection, the availability of lantern slides, and
photographs for supplementing the museum material; the
types of children concerned; their environment, accessi-
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7. Eggers, G,, "Education and the Museum’s Program."
Bulletin, Worcester Art Museum, July, 1930. pp. 26-38
The usefulness of a museiun depends on what you
bring to it, personally. It has both emotional and
educational interest. However, the essence of art is
feeling, not facts. The museum must deal with both.
Not of much help in my subject. Good illustrations.
8. Gilman, Benjamen I., "Museum Ideals-Purpose and Method."
2d Edition. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1923.
This book stresses emphatically that the art museum
instruction should be only secondary to its main
purpose, v/hich is enjoyment. The author brings out
an important factor when he says that "we can win
people to delight in noble art of every kind best, by
leading them into its presence in company of those who
themselves delight in it." The position of the
United States today makes the duty of our international
culture, of penetration of the spirit of other peoples-
a recognition of their ideals as far as there may be a
sharing in them, our constant duty.
I felt the book to be very conservative. Not much
help, and not much of any bibliography/
9. Gray, Morris, "Museum and the Public," Boston Mi^seum of
Fine Arts, 1923.
Gives one a general knov/ledge of the ideals of a
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public in the developinent of a true love of art and the
highly aesthetic and spiritual feeling v.hich good art
of all nations should give. No concrete help for school
children's needs and uses. No Bibliography.
,
10, Museum of Fine Arts, "Communications to the Trustees,"
Boston, Museum of Pine Arts, 1904.
Two quotations which I think are most representative
of the book, and the study of art museums as a whole
are as follows*
"The ideal standards for a museum, in which all the
requisite features are adequately provided for, has not
yet been created in any country in the world."
PROFESSOR LANGLEY
Smithsonian Institute
"We cannot appreciate art aesthetically unless
we first learn to interpret its meaning and motive,"
SIR CHARLES NEWON
The book gives us the function and purpose of
museums of art. No. bibliography.
11. Whitford, William G., "An Introduction to Art Education."
New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1929.
Of particular use on thesis subject. Chapter XV,
"The Art Museum and the School," The author shows able
thcu ght along topics of the educational work of a
museum, museum cooperation, and museum help for the
small tovm. Very useful chapter. Good reference material
^
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12. Boudreau:^, James C., ’’Friends of Art and Vitalized
Appreciation,” School Arts Magazine, 5-532, 1925,
How one hundred contributors of Pittsburg, Pa.
have supplied the public schools with a travelling ex-
hibition of original paintings, exclusively for school
use and ovmership. Lessons given in an informal v/ay
for a quickened aesthetic and emotional experience, A
nev; and worthy idea, and helpful to me,
13. Cahill, Elizabeth, ”An Important Combination-Students,
enjoyment, travel.” School Arts Magazine. 11-131-2
February, 1926,
A significant article every teacher may read with
profit. States how knov/ledge and direction to things
of beauty in our surroundings can be started in infancy,
if parents have the forethought to do so,
A personal instance.
14. ’’Children’s Museuim. ” Times Educational Supplement.
Saturday, March 23, 1929.
The Boston Museum. This ismore of a teaching
organization using the museum exhibits as tools.
Anyone can hear the talks, see the things, and use the
reading rooms which help to correlate what has been seen
in the exhibits. It gives individual . service
,
Schools, clubs, groups, and visitors are v/elcome. The
Museum is unusual of its kind, and has demonstrated
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"that childhood is eager for what is offered to it there.
The difference between a museum and a cold storage
warehouse is the educational output."
15- Dillaway, Theodore M.
,
"Cooperation of Museums of Art
with thePublic School." School Arts Magazine. 5-536,
May, 1925.
Helps to give a more systematic plan for the use of
a Museum for school children. Suggestions such as
free transportation, instruction before, during and
after the museum visit, kind of work expected by them,
and the aesthetic value and appreciation which they
develop from it. Relates to Philadelphia schools,
A helpful article.
16. Gallup, Anna B., "Children’s Museum and How Any Town May
Get One." N.E.A. June 27- July 2, 1926. pp. 951-953.
Interest must be aroused from the children to their
parents, so that within a few years the whole
community will know about the need, advantages of such
a collection, and be just as enthusiastic to help
contribute to it. The museum, need not be an independent
building at first, but be in an old house or room.
Good idea.
17. Gibson, Katherine, "The Children’s Museum." School
Arts Magazine. 26-362-3, February, 1927,
Excellent v/ork being carried on in the Children’s Museum
of the Cleveland Museum, of Art.
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Visits by school children to the Museum were organized
in 1918, and it has been in constant use since then.
Models, books and pictures appropriate to children’s
studies and interests are around the rooms, where they
may read or drav;. Trips required once a year in school
time. Valuable Examples of Museum lessons are given.
16. Howard, R., "Art Museum, and Its Relation to the School."
N.E.A. 1926. pp.954.
Museums now considered a social institution for
the education of the public. It is for the schools to
provide its practice. The new museums need instruc-
tors who know the materials and who can instruct the
children in an educational vjay. The museum should give
inspiration, yet have relation to school work for its
greatest benefit and lasting impressions.
19. Meissner, A., "HovvT an Educational Museum Will Help the
Principal and His School." N. E. A. June 28- July 4, 1929
pp. 403-405.
This article gives a full account of the methods
and types of articles included in the St. Louis public
school museum. It contains all objects for study and
observation of the school classes, in geography, history,
nature study, and the contents of the reading lessons.
All these types of visual aids, if properly used, make
the school work more interesting and intelligible, will
give the children vivid and lasting impressions of what
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is taught, and "bring them into personal contact with
the v/orld in which they live. This idea, I hope,
will spread to all schools in the country,
20. Miller, M, E., "The Museums and the Schools," Progressive
Education. December, 1930. pp. 387-394.
Gives an interesting, short account of the
development and purposes of museums up to the present
time. Also brief accounts of the most up-to-date
Museums along educational lines, showing how they are
attempting to cooperate with children's needs, and good
suggestions for their further development. A very use-
^ ful article. No references of particular value.
21. Poole, Earl L.
,
"A City That Includes A Museum and Art
Gallery in Its Public School System." School Arts
Magazine. 5-553. May, 1925.
A short article telling of the development and school
use of the Reading Public Museum, The school
children took active part in selling the idea to the
public. The museum has developed their own enthusiasm,
along with the community's. The museum is used as part
of the school v;ork in appreciation and love of art,
history, and English. Better than previous book for
class-room help and uses. No references.
I
22. Shaw, G. E., "Their Ov/n Art Museum." American Childhood.
February, 1930. pp. 14-16,58.
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An account of the Children’s Art Center, South End,
Boston. It deals exclusively with children’s exhibits.
They are of various subjects which interest the
children and correlate with their school work.
They may work right in the rooms in any medium they
wish. Objects are lent by the museum and interested-
persons, Exhibits are' changed frequently. Good idea.
23. Shervfood, G. H., "American Museum in School Service."
American Childhood. March 1929, pp. 5-8
This is a story of the development of the Museum
of Natural History, N. Y. It now has a very wide scope
in work for children’s needs, in school and out. A
great stimulation to parents as v;ell. Has departments
of visual education, geography, history, and many
others to take place of "New York’s lack of outside
contacts for its people. A different but useful type
of museum.
24. Slater, Olive C., "Baltimore Museum of Art Exhibits Work
from. Art Departments of High Schools." School Arts
Magazine. 5-559, May, 1926.
Not of much use, but an idea I think should be follov/ed
by other museums throughout the country, namely, the
exchange of exhibits of the schools of a tov/n or city,
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25. Winship, A. E., ’’Art Museum In Education.” Journal of
Education. May 1929, pp. 558.
A short article dealing principally with the great
"benefits derived from the Metropolitan Museum, of
N. Y. City. It is a great educational institution,
for developing intelligent and worth-while interests
for life. The officials are said to be expert
instructors who study the interests of the students
and help them, progress. It does not mention any
direct attempt to establish a museum and school
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